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Summary. The classical attribute grammar framework can be extended by 
allowing the specification of tree transformation rules. A tree transformation 
rule consists of an input template, an output template, enabling conditions 
which are predicates on attribute instances of the input template, and re- 
evaluation rules which define the values of attribute instances of the output 
template. A tree transformation may invalidate attribute instances which 
are needed for additional transformations. 

In this paper we investigate whether consecutive tree transformations 
and attribute re-evaluations are safely possible during a single pass over 
the derivation tree. This check is made at compiler generation time rather 
than at compilation time. 

* Part of this work was done while the author was visiting Tartan Laboratories Inc., Pittsburgh, 
PA, USA 
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A graph theoretic characterization of attribute dependencies is given, 
showing in which cases the recomputation of attribute instances can be done 
in parallel with tree transformations. 

1. Introduction 

Attribute grammars have proved to be useful in describing programming lan- 
guages, their editors and compilers. In this paper we will consider the application 
of attribute grammars for the specification of optimizing tree transformations. 

In the classical attribute grammar framework [17], a set of attribute evalua- 
tion rules is associated with every production. These rules specify how to com- 
pute the values of certain attribute occurrences as a function of other attribute 
occurrences. 

For  the specification of tree transformations an extension Ell, 21, 25] of 
the attribute grammar framework with tree transformation rules is needed. Such 
a tree transformation rule includes: a description of the input template (i.e., 
the structure of the part of the derivation tree to which the transformation 
has to be applied), a description of the output template (i.e., the structure of 
the transformed part of the derivation tree), enabling conditions which are predi- 
cates on attribute instances of the input template, and re-evaluation rules which 
explicitly define the values of those attribute instances of the output  template 
that cannot be taken over from the input template. 

When starting the tree transformation process all attribute instances attached 
to the derivation tree are assumed to be available, i.e., evaluated. A tree transfor- 
mation may cause the values of some of the attribute instances within the deriva- 
tion tree to become incorrect, which means that a renewed application of the 
evaluation rules will deliver different values. 

To make the attribution of a derivation tree correct again (which is needed 
in order to be able to test the enabling conditions of the next tree transformation), 
a re-evaluation of the whole tree could be applied. However, a repeated computa- 
tion of all attribute instances after each transformation is time consuming and 
should be avoided. 

To minimize work, the re-evaluation process could be confined - as much 
as possible - to those attribute instances whose values became incorrect by 
transforming the derivation tree. This approach is followed by M6ncke c.s. 
in [19] and Alblas in E3] for optimizing tree transformations, and also by Reps 
c.s. in [6, 23, 24], Yeh in [26] and Engelfriet in [8] for syntax directed editing, 
where the decisions to re-evaluate attribute instances are made on the fly, i.e., 
at compile time. 

A different approach is followed in this paper. We propose that all tree 
transformations be performed during a single pass over the derivation tree. 
This means that the re-evaluation process after each tree transformation can 
be confined to the incorrect attribute instances which are met during the continu- 
ation of the transformation pass and are needed for the enabling conditions 
of later transformations and for the arguments of their re-evaluation rules. 

A prerequisite for the application of this strategy is to know in advance 
(i.e., at compiler construction time rather than at compile time) whether for 
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any derivation tree and for any sequence of tree transformations it is possible 
to perform the transformations and re-evaluations during a single pass. 

With respect to the attribute instances involved in enabling conditions and 
re-evaluation rules, we investigate their dependencies statically to find out wheth- 
er the recomputation of possibly incorrect but necessary attribute instances 
can be done correctly and in time during the transformation pass, i.e., without 
interrupting the pass to make extra tree traversals for re-evaluation purposes. 

A graph theoretic characterization of attribute dependencies is given, show- 
ing in which cases the recomputation of the required attribute instances can 
be done in parallel with the tree transformations. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to 
the basic concepts associated with attribute grammars. In Sect. 3 we discuss 
the concept of a conditional tree transformation rule, and the idea of performing 
tree transformations and attribute re-evaluations during a single pass over a 
derivation tree. Section 4 describes the attribute dependencies which may prevent 
the correct recomputation of attribute values between successive tree transforma- 
tions. In Sect. 5 algorithms are developed which test whether the dependencies 
between attribute instances involved in transformations allow the correct and 
timely recomputation of incorrect attribute instances needed for additional trans- 
formations. In Sect. 6, by way of an example, the idea of the iteration of a 
transformation pass is discussed. 

2. Basic Concepts 

In the classical theory [17] an attribute grammar AG is based on a context-free 
grammar G, which is augmented with attributes and attribute evaluation rules. 
We recall some concepts and definitions that will be useful in the following 
parts. 

The underlying context-free grammar G=(VN, Vr, P, S) is reduced. VN and 
Vr denote the finite sets of nonterminal and terminal symbols respectively. We 
write Vfor VN w V r. P is the set of productions and S the start symbol. 

We denote a production peP as p: X p o - - . ~ X p l X p 2  .. .  Xpn , where n>0,  
Xvor  N and Xvk~V for l <k<n.  

Each symbol X ~ V has a finite set A (X) of attributes which can be partitioned 
into two disjoint subsets I(X) and S(X) of inherited and synthesized attributes 
respectively. For X = S and Xe  Vr we require I(X)=0.  

The set of all attributes will be denoted by A, i.e., A= U A(X). Attributes 
X e V  

of different symbols are different. If necessary we will denote an attribute a 
of symbol X by X.a. In examples we also write a of X rather than X- a. 

With each attribute a set of possible values is associated. 
Production p is said to have the attribute occurrence (a, p, k) if a~A(Xvk ). 

The set of attribute occurrences of production p will be denoted by AO(p). 
This set can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets of defined occurrences and 
used occurrences denoted by DO(p) and UO(p) respectively. These subsets are 
defined as follows: 
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DO(p)  = {(s, p, 0) 1 s~ S(X,o)} u 

{(i, p, k)lieI(Xpk) ^ 1 <_k<_n}. 

UO(p) = {(i, p, O) li~I(Xpo)} to 

{(s, p, k)lseS(Xpk) ^ 1 < k<_n}. 

Associated with each production p is a set of attribute evaluation rules which 
specify how to compute the values of the attribute occurrences in DO(p). The 
evaluation rule defining attribute occurrence (a, p, k) has the form 

(a, p, k):=f((al ,  p, kl), (a2, p, k2) .... (am, p, kin)) 

where (a, p, k)eDO(p), f i s  a total function and (at, p, kj)eUO(p) for 1 <j<m.  
We say that (a, p, k) depends on (a t, p, ki) for 1 = j  < m. 

For  each sentence of G a derivation tree exists. For  the definition of a 
tree template we also need to concept of a "possibly incomplete" derivation 
tree where arbitrary symbols may label the root and the leaves. Apart  form 
that, by a derivation tree we mean a "complete"  derivation tree, i.e., a derivation 
tree whose root  is labeled with the start symbol and whose leaves are labeled 
with terminal symbols only. By a subtree we mean a subtree of a complete 
derivation tree. 

The nodes of a (possibly incomplete) derivation tree are labeled with symbols 
from V. For  each inner node there is a production p: Xpo--*Xpl Xp2 ... Xp~, 
such that the node is labeled with Xpo and its n sons are labeled with Xpl, 
Xp2, ..., Xp~, respectively. We say that p is the production (applied) at that 
node. 

Given a (possibly incomplete) derivation tree, instances of attributes are 
attached to the nodes in the following way: if node N is labeled with grammar 
symbol X, then for each attribute aeA(X)  an instance of a is attached to node 
N. We say that the derivation tree has attribute instance N.a. 

Let No be a node, p the production at N o and NI, N2 . . . . .  N, the sons of 
No from left to right respectively. An attribute evaluation instruction 

Nk'a:=f  (Nk, "al, Nk2 "a2 . . . . .  Nk,~'am) 

is associated with attribute instance Nk-a if the attribute evaluation rule 

(a, p, k). '=f ((al, p, kl), (a2, p, k2) . . . .  , (am, p, kin)) 

is associated with production p. We say that Nk" a depends on Nk," a for 1 N i < m. 
For  each (possibly incomplete) derivation tree T a dependency graph Dr 

can be defined by taking the attribute instances of T as its vertices. Arc (N~.a, 
Nj. b) is contained in the graph if and only if attribute instance Nj-b depends 
on attribute instance N~.a. The arcs specify a partial ordering of the attribute 
instances. The existence of arc (N~.a, Nj-b) indicates that attribute instance N" a 
must be computed before attribute instance Nj-b. Later (in Sect. 4) we will add 
labels to the arcs of D r . 

A path in a dependency graph will be called a dependency path. For  depen- 
dency paths we shall use the following notation: d p [N l . a l ,  N2"a2 . . . . .  N~.a,] 
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for n > l  stands for a path, composed of the arcs (Nl.al ,  N2"a2), (N2"a2, 

N3.a3) . . . . .  (Nn_ 1 .a._ ,, N,.a,). 
The task of an attribute evaluator is to compute the values of all attribute 

instances attached to the derivation tree, by executing the attribute evaluation 
instructions associated with these attribute instances. In general the order of 
evaluation is free, with the only restriction that an attribute evaluation instruc- 
tion cannot be executed before its arguments are available. An attribute instance 
is available if its value is defined, otherwise it is unavailable. Initially all attribute 
instances attached to the derivation tree are unavailable, with the exception 
of the synthesized attribute instances associated with terminal symbols. The 
latter are assigned by the parser. The attribute evaluator has completed its 
task when all attribute instances are available. An attributed derivation tree 
is a derivation tree for which all attribute instances are available. 

An overview of attribute evaluation methods is presented in [81. 

3. Conditional Tree Transformations 

In this section we define the concept of a conditional tree transformation rule 
and discuss the strategy of performing tree transformations during a single pass 
over a derivation tree, where a pass over a tree is defined to be a depth-first 
left-to-right or right-to-left traversal of the tree. In this paper we restrict ourselves 
to a transformation pass from left to right. The discussion of a right-to-left 
pass is analogous to the one of a left-to-right pass. 

We start by defining the notion of an (unconditional) tree transformation 
rule consisting of two tree templates. 

Definition 3.1. A tree template is a possibly incomplete derivation tree. Multiple 
occurrences of the same symbol as the label of a node should be distinguished 
by indices. Nonterminal  symbols labeling the leaves are the variables of the 
tree template. So, in general, variables are of the form X [i] where X is a nonter- 
minal and i an index. []  

Definition 3.2. An instance of a tree template is created by substituting for each 
variable of the tree template a subtree whose root has the same nonterminal 
as the variable. []  

Definition 3.3. [7] A tree transformation rule is a pair (itt, ott) of tree templates, 
such that all variables occurring in ott also occur in itt; itt and ott are called 
the input tree template and the output tree template respectively. []  

A tree transformation rule (itt, ott) is applicable to a subtree IT of a derivation 
tree T1 if itt matches the top of IT, i.e., if IT is an instance of itt. The fact 
that IT is an instance of itt establishes a relation between the variables of itt 
and subtrees of IT. 

The application of tree transformation rule (itt, ott) consists of the creation 
of an instance OT of ott in which the relation between subtrees and variables 
is the same as established by matching itt with IT. The resulting subtree OT 
replaces subtree IT of T1, thus creating a new derivation tree T2. 
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In this paper we restrict ourselves to tree transformations which preserve 
the syntax, i.e., all intermediate trees are derivation trees in the same context-free 
grammar. 

The fact that itt and ott are (possibly incomplete) derivation trees in the 
same grammar guarantees that for each application of a tree transformation 
rule (itt, ott) the instance IT of itt and the corresponding instance OT of ott 
are in the same grammar. 

To guarantee that OT correctly fits in the surrounding tree T2 (i.e., that 
the production applied above OT preserves the syntax), it is necessary and 
sufficient to require that grammar symbol A labeling the root of itt may be 
replaced by grammar symbol 'B  labeling the root of ott, at any occurrence 
of A in the right part of any production. However, for reasons of simplicity 
we impose an additional requirement on the transformation rules, namely that 
itt and ott have equally labeled roots. This is not a serious restriction. Generally 
a tree template is a superposition of productions, which means that it is always 
possible to extend itt and ott with an extra production so that their roots 
are labeled equally. Similarly, we require bc;th the input template and the output 
template to consist of more than one node. 

Now we decorate our tree templates with attributes and introduce the con- 
cept of a conditional tree transformation rule [11, 25] to transform attributed 
derivation trees. 

Let X [i] be the label of a node of a tree template t t, where X is a grammar 
symbol and i denotes its index in t t. The index may be omitted in case of 
a single occurrence of X in t t. We say that tree template t t has attribute instance 
(a, tt, x r i ] )  if a~A(X).  (a, tt, X[-i]) is an inherited instance if a~I(X) ,  and 
a synthesized instance if aeS(X) .  

Let (itt, ott) be a tree transformation rule. Attribute instances in itt and 
ott are said to correspond if they are the same attribute of equally labeled nodes, 
i.e., they are of the form (a, itt, Y) and (a, ott, Y). Note that every attribute 
instance in ott of the root or the variables has a corresponding attribute instance 
in itt. 

The set of attribute instances of a tree template can be partitioned into 
three disjoint subsets of input, output and local attribute instances. 

Definition 3.4. With respect to a tree template, 
the input attribute instances are the inherited attribute instances of its root 

and the synthesized attribute instances of its leaves; 
the output attribute instances are the synthesized attribute instances of its 

root and the inherited attribute instances of its leaves; 
the local attribute instances are the attribute instances of its inner nodes. []  

Observe that for each tree template the values of the input attribute instances 
completely determine the values of the local and the output attribute instances. 

To shorten our explanations we will no longer discriminate a tree template 
from its corresponding area in the derivation tree. For  this reason it is not 
always possible to make a distinction between the attribute instances of a tree 
template and the corresponding attribute instances of a derivation tree. 

Purely syntactically (i.e., for attribute-free derivation trees), the applicability 
of a tree transformation rule to a subtree is confined by the above-mentioned 
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matching criterion. In general the applicability of a tree transformation rule 
may be further restricted by contextual information, collected and distributed 
by attributes. So, for attributed derivation trees, we extend the transformation 
rules by enabling conditions which are predicates on attribute instances of the 
input template. In this paper we allow the enabling conditions to be formulated 
in terms of input attribute instances only. This is a natural restriction since, 
as noted above, it is always possible to express the values of the local and 
the output  instances in terms of the values of the input instances. 

Next we focus on the correct attribution of a derivation tree after the applica- 
tion of a tree transformation rule. The difference between the original tree and 
the restructured tree is effected by the replacement of the input template itt 
by the output template ott. No syntactical changes take place in the subtrees 
substituted for corresponding variables of itt and ott. Notice that also the pro- 
duction above the restructured subtree remains unchanged, since we required 
itt and ott to have equally labeled roots. So, we assume that the attribute 
instances of the subtrees substituted for the variables of itt and ott keep their 
values after a transformation. The same holds for the attribute instances of 
the tree part above itt and ott. Thus, we may now restrict ourselves to the 
evaluation of the attribute instances of ott. First of all we assume that the 
input attribute instances of the root and the variables of itt and ott keep their 
values. The same is assumed for the synthesized attribute instances of the termi- 
nal nodes (i.e., nodes labeled by a terminal symbol) of ott for which a correspond- 
ing node (i.e., a node with the same indexed label) exists in itt. Explicit evaluation 
rules are, however, needed for the synthesized attribute instances associated 
with terminal nodes of ott for which no corresponding node exists in itt. These 
attribute instances (normally set by the parser!) will be defined in terms of 
attribute instances of itt. 

The local and the output attribute instances of ott are now uniquely deter- 
mined (by the input attribute instances of ott and the ordinary attribute evalua- 
tion rules). However, to shortcut calling the evaluator (especially, in case ott 
is "large"), we may also specifiy them by special rules that define their values 
as a function of certain attribute instances of itt. In particular we could indicate 
that the values of certain corresponding attribute instances of itt and ott have 
to be transferred unchanged from itt to ott. To do this, we of course have 
to be sure that these rules compute the correct attribute values. 

Consider the application of a tree transformation rule (itt, ott) which trans- 
forms a derivation tree T1 into a derivation tree T2. In general the values 
of some of the output attribute instances of ott ih T2 will differ from the values 
of the corresponding output attribute instances of itt in T1. Let N l ' a  be an 
output attribute instance of ott whose new value differs from its old value. 
Then in T2 each attribute instance N2.b, such that dependency graph DT2 
includes a dependency path dp [NI" a . . . . .  N2-b], may have a wrong value. A 
tree transformation may even cause the values of the input attribute instances 
of ott to be incorrect (and hence the local too). 

For  further tree transformations we need the correct values of attribute 
instances to be used in enabling conditions. Hence, after the application of 
a tree transformation rule (itt, ott), it may be necessary to do some re-evaluations, 
not only in ott, but also elsewhere in T2. 
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A simple solution is to perform a complete re-evaluation of the whole of 
T2. However, a repeated computation (after each application of a transformation 
rule) of all the attribute instances attached to the derivation tree is time consum- 
ing and cannot be accepted as suitable solution to the problem. 

To minimize work, the re-evaluation process could be confined - as much 
as possible - to those attribute instances whose values became incorrect by 
the transformation of the derivation tree. This approach is followed by Mrncke  
c.s. in [19] for O P T R A N  [11], a language and a system designed to describe 
and to perform tree transformations, by Alblas in [3], and also by Reps c.s. 
in [6, 23, 24], Yeh in [26] and Engelfriet in [8] for syntax directed editing, 
where the decisions to re-evaluate attributes are made on the fly, i.e., at compile 
time. 

A different approach will be investigated in this paper. Our tree transforma- 
tion and re-evaluation strategy has two characteristics. 

1. Tree transformations are performed during a single pass over the attributed 
derivation tree. 

2. The re-evaluation process after each tree transformation is confined to 
attribute instances which are met during the continuation of the transformation 
pass and whose values are not known to be correct (because they depend on 
attribute instances whose values were possibly changed by a tree transformation). 
The transformation pass will never be interrupted in order to make extra tree 
traversals for re-evaluation purposes. The consequence of this strategy is that 
the correct re-evaluation (if necessary at all) of attribute instances that cannot 
be recomputed (correctly) during the continuation of the transformation pass 
has to be delayed until the transformation pass has been finished. 

A prerequisite for the application of this strategy to a given attribute gram- 
mar and a given set of tree transformation rules is the necessity to know in 
advance (i.e., at compiler construction time rather than at compile time) whether 
it is "always safe" to perform tree transformations and re-evaluations during 
a single pass. By "always safe" we mean that for any derivation tree each 
attribute instance whose value might become incorrect as a result of a tree 
transformation, but whose value is needed directly or indirectly for the enabling 
conditions of additional tree transformations, can be recomputed correctly and 
in time during the continuation of the pass. 

This means in particular, that it must be clearly indicated for which output  
attribute instances of the output  template of a tree transformation rule the 
value may change as a result of the tree transformation. 

We adopt  the following strategy to make this visible: The values of the 
local and the output attribute instances of the output template are assumed 
to be taken over unchanged from the input template unless an explicit re-evalua- 
tion rule is specified. We require the re-evaluation rules to be expressed in 
terms of the input attribute instances of the input template only, since they 
completely determine the values of the local and the output  attribute instances 
of the output template. So, the local and the output  attribute instances of the 
output template may be defined in two distinct ways: 

1) explicitly, by re-evaluation rules which define their values as a function 
of input attribute instances of the input template; 
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2) implicitly, by leaving out their re-evaluation rules, in which case their 
values are taken over unchanged from the corresponding attribute instances 
of the input template. 

Since the evaluation rules for attribute instances of terminal nodes of the 
output template also satisfy these two points, we will also call them re-evaluation 
rules. This leads to the following formal definition of an attribute re-evaluation 
rule. 

Definition 3.5. Let (itt, ott) be a tree transformation rule, and let (a, ott, Y) 
be an attribute instance of ott that is not an input attribute instance of the 
root or the variables of ott. An attribute re-evaluation rule for (a, ott, Y) is 
of the form 

(a, ott, Y),=f(a~, itt, Y1), (a2, itt, II2) . . . . .  (am, itt, Ym)) 

where f is a total function and (a j, itt, Yj) is an input attribute instance of 
itt, for l < j < m .  []  

Having decided to perform tree transformations during a pass over the deri- 
vation tree, we also have to indicate when a transformation rule has to be 
applied during such a pass. 

Consider a subtree which may be restructured by the application of a tree 
transformation rule. During the transformation pass the root of the subtree 
will be visited twice: the first time during a downward move and the second 
time during an upward move. Visiting the root for the first time the transforma- 
tion could be done when entering the subtree (i.e., before visiting the descendants 
of the root). Visiting the root for the second time the transformation could 
be done when leaving the subtree. So, for each tree transformation rule we 
will specify when it has to be applied, either during the downward move or 
during the upward move. 

For  our pass-oriented approach we therefore use the following definition 
of a conditional tree transformation rule. 

Definition 3.6. A conditional tree transformation rule is a quintuple tr: (dir, itt, 
ott, cond, eval), where 

- dir is the direction of the move at the moment when the transformation 
has to be tried. The domain of dir is {up, down) ; 

- itt and ott are tree templates: the input and the output template respectively. 
itt and ott have equally labeled roots and consist of more than one node. All 
variables occurring in ott also occur in itt; 
- cond is the enabling condition, a predicate 6n input attribute instances of 
itt; 
- eval is the set of attribute re-evaluation rules for attribute instances of ott. []  

Definition 3.7. A conditional tree transformation rule tr: (dir, itt, ott, cond, eval) 
is consistent if the following two statements hold: 

(1) Each attribute of ott for which there is no attribute re-evaluation rule 
in eval, has a corresponding attribute instance in itt. 

(2) Whenever the attribute instances of itt are given correct values (in the 
sense that these values satisfy the attribute evaluation rules), then the attribute 
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instances of ott obtain correct values (in the same sense) by the following compu- 
tation: 

- the value of each attribute instance of ott for which there is an attribute 
re-evaluation rule, is computed according to that rule; 
- the value of each attribute instance of ott for which there is no such rule 
is copied from the corresponding attribute instance of itt. []  

The consistency of a conditional tree transformation rule is the responsibility 
of the writer of these rules, i.e., it is not checked at compiler construction time 
(that would in fact be impossible). Thus, throughout  this paper, we will assume 
that all conditional tree transformation rules are consistent. 

Note  that for each output or local attribute instance of ott the attribute 
re-evaluation rule (if present in eval) is uniquely determined by the consistency 
requirement: it can be obtained by first expressing the attribute instance in 
terms of the input instances of ott, using the attribute evaluation rules of the 
grammar, and then replacing each attribute instance of a terminal for which 
there is an attribute re-evaluation rule in eval by the right-hand side of that 
rule, and replacing every other input attribute instance of ott by the correspond- 
ing input attribute instance of itt. 

Making a pass over an attributed derivation tree a conditional tree transfor- 
mation rule tr: (dir, itt, ott, cond, eval) is applicable to a subtree IT, after a 
downward or an upward move to the root of IT, if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 

1) the direction of the move corresponds with the value of dir; 
2) itt matches the top of IT; 
3) the evaluation of cond yields true. 
The application of transformation rule tr includes the creation of an instance 

OT of ott (in which the correspondence between subtrees and variables, estab- 
lished by IT, is maintained) and the replacement of IT by OT. Moreover, values 
of attribute instances of ott are computed according to the re-evaluation rules 
specified by eval. The values of attribute instances of ott for which no re-evalua- 
tion rule is specified, are copied from itt. After the application of tr the pass 
continues by entering or leaving OT. 

Conditional tree transformation rule tr: (dir, itt, ott, cond, eval) will be written 
as follows: 

tr: transform dir itt eond cond into ott eval eval end. 

It is allowed to leave out the part "cond cond"  if co n d = t ru e  and the part 
"eval eval" if eval is empty. 

Conditional tree transformation rules with the same input template and 
the same direction may be combined as follows: 

tr: transform dir itt cond condl into ottl eval evall 

cond cond. into ott n eval eval. 

end 
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iboolexpr /compound[l]~ /compound[2], 

boolconstva I 

/stats 

/compound [1]~ 

/stats 
= : >  

/compound [2]s 

Fig. 1. Replacement of a conditional statement by one of its components 

We illustrate our explanations with a small example, analogous to a more 
comprehensive example concerning data flow analysis, constant propagation 
and dead code elimination in Sect. 6. 

For  the specification of tree templates we use the following linear notation 
for trees: within the bracked pair ( ( , ) )  the root is followed by its sequence 
of subtrees. Comma symbols are used as separators. We write a of Y for the 
attribute instance (a, tt, Y) of a tree template tt. To simplify our  notation we 
allow indices of different grammar symbols in itt and ott to be deleted if there 
is no need to distinguish these grammar symbols in cond and eval. 

Observe that the notation a of Y for attribute instances (a, itt, Y) and (a, 
ott, Y) leads to the same notation for corresponding attribute instances in itt 
and ott. 

Example 3.1. The conditional tree transformation rules 

trans: transform up (stat, (condstat ,  (boolexpr,  boolconst) ,  compound [1], 
compound [2])) 

toad val of boolconst = true 
into (stat, compound [ l ] )  

eval s of stat.-=s of compound [ I ]  
cond val of boolconst =false 

into (stat, compound [2] )  
eval s of stat..=s of compound [2] 

end 

describe the replacement of a conditional statement, in case of a constant boolean 
expression, by its then part or its else part. See Fig. 1, where inherited attribute 
instances have been written to the left and synthesized attribute instances to 
the right of their associated grammar symbol. 

Observe that no re-evaluation rules have been included for i of compound [-1] 
and i of compound [2]. Apparently their values can be copied from the corre- 
sponding attribute instances in itt. []  

4. Dependencies Between Attributes Involved in Successive Transformations 

In order to know whether and how a transformation of a derivation tree may 
influence additional transformations we investigate for each pair of successively 
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applicable tree transformation rules the possible dependencies between output 
attribute instances of the output template of the first one and input attribute 
instances of the input template of the second one. 

This investigation may be restricted to the output attribute instances whose 
values may change as a result of the first transformation and the input attribute 
instances whose values have to be correct because they are used as arguments 
for the enabling condition and the re-evaluation rules of the second transforma- 
tion. In fact it is sufficient to require only the correctness of those arguments 
of re-evaluation rules that may influence additional transformations, but this 
will lead to a complicated safety test (i.e., the test whether the recomputation 
of possibly incorrect but necessary attribute instances can be done correctly 
and in time during the transformation pass). 

For  this reason we introduce for each transformation rule tr the sets COR(tr) 
of attribute instances that have to be correct and EVAL(tr) of attribute instances 
for which a re-evaluation rule is specified. 

Definition 4.1. For  each tree transformation rule tr: (dir, itt, ott, cond, eval), 

- COR(tr) is the set of all input attribute instances of itt, used as arguments 
for cond or re-evaluation rules in eval, 
- EVAL(tr) is the set of all output attribute instances of ott, for which eval 
contains a re-evaluation rule. []  

For  every pair of tree transformation rules we will exclude any overlap 
of the output template of the first one and the input template of the second 
one (when the second is applied after the first). By overlap of two tree templates 
in a derivation tree we mean that the templates have at least two tree nodes 
in common. Overlap does not include the case where the tree templates just 
touch, i.e., have one tree node in common. This occurs when a leaf of the 
first template is the root of the second template or the other way round. 

Let q: (dirq, ittq, ottq, condq, evalq) and r: (dirt, itL, o t t ,  condo, eval~) be 
conditional tree transformation rules. Consider the situation where no transfor- 
mation is performed between the (non-overlapping) applications of q and r. 

Let Rottq and RitL label the roots of subtrees OTq and ITr, respectively, 
where OTq is an instance of ottq and IT, is an instance of itt,. For  a tree 
transformation pass from left to right we say that itt, is found after ottq in 
a derivation tree T, if ottq and itt, do not overlap in T, and one of the following 
three conditions is satisfied. 
a) Rottq and Ritt~ are cousins. This means that in T a production p: Xpo 

Xp 1 ... Xpj ... Xpk ... Xpn has been applied such that Rottq= Xpj or Rottq 
is a descendant of Xp~, and Rittr = Xpk or Ritt, is a descendant of Xpk. 
Both dir~ and dir~ may be up or down. 

b) Ritt, is a descendant of Rottq. More precisely, Rittr is a leaf or a descendant 
of a leaf of Ottq. 
dirq must be down and dir, may be up or down. 

c) Ritt~ is an ancestor of Rottq. More precisely, Rottq is a leaf or a descendant 
of a leaf of ittr. 
dirq may be up or down and dir, must be up. 
For a transformation pass from left to right the three different cases, where 

itL is found after ottq, have been pictured in Fig. 2. 
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Xpo 

11 i.~-j/%" \Q'"-.~ 
Xp~ . . .  Xpj . . . . . . . . . . . .  Xpk . - .  Xpn 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Rottq Rit t  r 

Rottq Ritt r 

r I 
I I 
I I 

b c 

Fig. 2a---e. Relative positions of tree templates, a Rottq and Ritt, are cousins, b Rittr is a descendant 
of Rottq ; e Ritt, is an ancestor of Rottq 

For  each derivation tree T including the output  template Ottq of a tree 
t ransformation rule q and the input template itt, of an additional tree transforma- 
tion rule r, we can use its dependency graph D r to express the dependencies 
between attribute instances of EVAL(q) and attribute instances of COR(r). To 
simplify and to shorten our explanations, we will not always make a clear 
distinction between a derivation tree Tand  its dependency graph D r.  Sometimes 
we will talk about  a (dependency) path  in T i f  we actually mean a dependency 
path in D r . 

Let a pair of tree t ransformation rules q: (dirq, ittq, ottq, condq, evalq) and 
r: (dir r, ittr, ottr, condr, evalr) be given. We say that r can be applied safely  
after q during a transformation pass if for any derivation tree T, including an 
instance of ottq and an instance of ittr such that itt, is found after ottq, each 
attribute instance whose value may be incorrect as a result of the application 
of q but whose value is needed as an argument  for the enabling condition 
or the re-evaluation rules of r, can be recomputed correctly after the application 
of q and before the application of r (note that these applications are assumed 
to be non-overlapping). 

Let us state more precisely what we mean by this. Let T be such a derivation 
tree. Tincludes both a subtree OTq which is an instance of Ottq and a subtree 
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Fig. 3. Attribute dependencies of a production 

IT, which is an instance of itt,. We say that an attribute instance may be incorrect 
as a result of the application of q, if there is a dependency path in T from 
an element of EVAL(q) to the attribute instance. Thus, in T, the application 
of transformation rule r is safely possible after the application of transformation 
rule q if for every pair of attribute instances (a, ottq, X)sEVAL(q) and (b, ittr, 
Y)eCOR(r), the following holds: for each dependency path in T from (a, ottq, 
X) to (b, ittr, I0 it must be possible to recompute the attribute instances on 
the path correctly during the transformation pass after the application of q 
and before the application of r. Notice that such a dependency path not necessar- 
ily follows the path of the pass. To explain this, we consider the dependencies 
induced by the evaluation rules of a production. 

With each production p: X p o - - - ) . X p l X p 2  . . .  Xpn , we associate a labeled 
dependency graph DGp as follows. The vertices of DGp are the attribute occur- 
rences of production p. For O<j, k < n  there is a directed arc from (a, p, j) 
to (b, p, k) in DGp if and only if (b, p, k) depends on (a, p, j). Up to now 
this is the usual definition [17]. We now discuss the labeling of the arcs. 

For a left-to-right pass the visiting order of the attribute occurrences of 
production p is as follows: occurrences of inherited attributes of Xp0, occurrences 
of inherited attributes of Xpl, occurrences of synthesized attributes of Xpl . . . . .  
occurrences of inherited attributes of Xp,, occurrences of synthesized attributes 
of Xp,, occurrences of synthesized attributes of Xpo. 

In accordance with this to each arc a label is assigned in the following 
way. An arc from (a, p, j) to (b, p, k) is labeled L if and only if the following 
condition is satisfied: if l < j ,  k < n  then j < k ;  otherwise the arc is labeled L. 
Figure 3 shows the six basic dependencies to be distinguished. 

Observe that the existence of an arc from (a, p, j) to (b, p, k) with label 
L implies that (b, p, k) depends on (a, p, j) and that during a left-to-right pass 
(a, p, j) will be found before (b, p, k). An arc labeled L means that (b, p, k) 
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depends on (a, p, j) but that during a left-to-right pass (a, p, j) will not be 
found before (b, p, k). 

Consider a derivation tree T and its associated dependency graph Dr.  Let 
No be a node of T, p the production applied at No and N~ . . . . .  Nn the sons 
of No from left to right respectively. If DGp includes an arc from (a, p, j) to 
(b, p, k) then Dr  includes an arc (Nj.a, Nk.b ). To arc (Nj.a, Nk.b ) in D r we 
assign the same label as to the arc from (a, p, j) to (b, p, k) in DGp. In this 
manner we attach a label L or L to every arc in D T. 

Now we come back to the recomputation of attribute instances in a deriva- 
tion tree Tafter the application of a transformation rule q and before the applica- 
tion of an additional transformation rule r. If transformation rule r can be 
applied safely after the application of transformation rule q then for every pair 
of attribute instances (a, Ottq, X)e  EVAL (q) and (b, ittr, Y)e COR(r) the following 
holds: each arc of each dependency path from (a, ottq, X) to (b, ittr, Y) must 
have label L. In fact, an arc labeled r, prevents the correct recomputation of 
(b, itt,, Y) during a single left-to-right pass. 

Another  essential point is the position of X and Ywithin ott o and itt, respec- 
tively. If dirq = up and X labels a leaf of ott o then every dependency path from 
(a, ott o, X) to (b, itt~, Y) runs via the subtree whose root has label X. Hence, 
an extra traversal of this subtree is needed for the recomputation of (b, itt~, 
Y). This conflicts with the upward move of the tree walk just after the first 
transformation. A similar argument holds for the case where dirt =down and 
Y labels a leaf of itt,. Then every dependency path from (a, otto, X) to (b, 
itt,, Y) passes through the subtree whose root  has label Y. This means that 
a visit to this subtree has to be made before the application of r, which conflicts 
with the downward move of the tree walk just before the second transformation. 

Using these observations it is not difficult to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. Let AG be an attribute grammar. Let q: (dirq, ittq, otto, condo, 
evalo) and r: (dirt, itt~, otto, cond,, eval~) be conditional tree transformation rules. 

Transformation rule r can be applied safely after the application of transforma- 
tion rule q during a pass from left to right if for every pair of attribute instances 
(a, ott 0, X)EEVAL(q) and (b, itt,, Y)eCOR(r), the following holds: for each 
derivation tree T including subtrees OT o and ITs, which are instances of ott o 
and ittr respectively, such that ittr is found after Ottq, if a dependency path exists 
from (a, ott 0, X) to (b, itt,, Y), then: 

(a) no such dependency path includes an arc labeled L. 
(b) if dirq = up then X labels the root of Ottq. 
(c) if di L = down then Y labels the root of itt~. []  

A set TR of tree transformation rules will be called pairwise safe if for all 
q and r in TR, r can be applied safely after q during a left-to-right pass. 

Now, given such a set TR, the question arises whether it is also possible 
to accomplish a correct recomputation of necessary attribute instances after 
the (non-overlapping) application of any sequence of tree transformations. 

Let TR be a set of tree transformation rules. We say that TR is safe with 
respect to a left-to-right pass if for each r" (dir,, itL, ott,,  condr, eval,)~TR 
and any sequence q l  . . . . .  qn, where qk: (dirqk , ittqk, ottqk, condoR, 
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evalqk)ETR(1 < k < n) the following holds: for any derivation tree T', generated 
from an original derivation tree T by the successive (non-overlapping) applica- 
tion of q 1 . . . . .  qn during a transformation pass and such that itt, is found after 
ottq, in T', each attribute instance whose value may be incorrect as a result 
of the application of any tree transformation rule qk(1 < k < n )  but whose value 
is needed as an argument for the enabling condition or the re-evaluation rules 
of r, can be recomputed correctly before the application of r. 

Theorem 4.2. Let TR be a set of tree transformation rules defined for an attribute 
grammar AG. 144th respect to a left-to-right pass, TR is safe if and only is TR 
is pairwise safe. 

Proof ( ~ )  TR is safe implies TR is pairwise safe. 
( ~ )  We have to prove that each r: (dirt, ittr, otL, condo, eval~)~TR can 

be applied safely after the (non-overlapping) application of any sequence of 
tree transformation rules from TR. We prove this part of the theorem by induc- 
tion on the number of preceding tree transformations. 

I. Induction basis. 
From TR is pairwise safe it follows that r can be applied safely after the 

application of any single transformation rule from TR. 
II. Induction step. 
Induction hypothesis: the statement holds for any preceding sequence of 

length n. We have to prove that it holds for all sequences of length n + 1. 
Consider a sequence q l ,  ..., q n, s to be applied during a pass before the 

application of r. Let TO be the original derivation tree before the application 
of any tree transformation rule. Let T1 be the derivation tree generated from 
TO by the consecutive application of transformation rules q l  . . . . .  q n and let 
T2 be the derivation tree after the application of s on T1. Let TO' be the 
derivation tree obtained from TO by the application of s. (Due to the non- 
overlapping application of transformation rules) T2 can also be generated from 
TO' by the application of q 1 . . . .  , qn. 

We will use the following terminology: when we say that "a  path can be 
followed in T2", we mean that all attribute instances of the path are visited 
in the order they have on the path, during the transformation pass in which 
ql ,  ..., qn, s, r are applied to TO (moreover, the value of the first attribute 
instance of the path should be correct). Similarly for a path in T1 when 
q 1 . . . .  , q n, r are applied to TO. 

If all dependency paths in T2 of the following three types can be followed 
in T2, then the correct value of the elements of COR(r) in T2 can be recomputed. 

(1) a path from an attribute instance (a, otts, A)~EVAL(s) to an attribute 
instance (b, itt~, B)eCOR(r);  

(2) a path from an attribute instance (a, Ottqk, A ) e E V A L ( q k )  ( l < k < n )  to 
an attribute instance (b, ittr, B)e COR(r), not running through otts: 

(3) a path from an attribute instance (a, ottqk, A ) ~ E V A L ( q k )  ( l < k < n )  to 
an attribute instance (b, itt,, B)~COR(r), running through ott~ but not through 
any element of EVAL(s). 

Consider a path of the first type: from an attribute instance (a, otto, A)~ 
EVAL(s) to an attribute instance (b, itt,, B)ECOR(r). There is a re-evaluation 
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rule for (a, otts, A) in evals. The arguments of this rule are in COR(s). Hence, 
by the induction hypothesis for T1 (for the sequence q l  . . . .  , qn, s applied to 
TO), the correct values of these arguments in T1 can be recomputed. Thus, 
application of the re-evaluation rule gives the same value in T2 to (a, otts, 
A) as it would get when T1 was correctly attributed. Now the safety of r after 
s implies that the path can be followed in T2 after the application of s. 

A path in T2 of the second type will also exist in T1. From the induction 
hypothesis for T1 (in this case, for the sequence q l, ..., qn, r applied to TO) 
it follows that such a path can be followed in T1 (i.e., when transformation 
rule s is not applied). From the fact that the path does not enter otts it follows 
that it is also possible to follow the same path in T2. 

Finally consider a path of the third type: from an attribute instance (a, 
Ottqk , A ) e E V A L ( q k )  to an attribute instance (b, itt,, B)eCOR(r), running 
through otts but not through any element of EVAL(s). Thus, all output attribute 
instances of otL that lie on the path, are not in EVAL(s). Consider a piece 
of the path inside otto, leading from an input attribute instance (c, otto, C) to 
an output attribute instance (d, otts, D) of otto. Clearly, there are corresponding 
attribute instances (c, itk, C) and (d, itts, D) of itt~. It now follows from the 
consistency of s and the fact that (d, otts, D)r that there is also a 
(piece of) path inside itt~ from (c, itt~, C) to (d, itt~, D). Hence, there is a corre- 
sponding path from (a, ottq, A) to (b, itt,, B) in T1, running through itt~ in 
the same way as the original path runs through otL in T2. Hence, by the 
induction hypothesis for T1 (for the sequence q l  . . . . .  qn, r applied to TO), the 
path can be followed in T1 up to the application of s (i.e., for dir~=down: 

up to the first input attribute instance of itL, and for dir~=up: up to the last 
output attribute instance of itt~). The rest of the path can be followed in T2, 
by the induction hypothesis for T2 (for the sequence q l, ..., qn, r applied to 
TO'). [] 

Remark. The fact that COR(tr) includes the arguments for the re-evaluation 
rules in evaltr, guarantees the correctness of the new starting points of data 
flow paths (i.e., the correctness of the synthesized attribute instances of the 
newly created terminal symbols of otttr). In fact it is sufficient to require only 
the correctness of those attribute instances of terminal nodes that may influence 
additional transformations. But this will lead to a complicated safety test in 
Section 5. 

For attribute instances in EVAL(tr), associated with nonterminal nodes of 
otttr , it is generally not necessary to include their arguments in COR(tr), except 
in case of a conditional tree transformation rule tr to be applied during a bottom 
up move, and of which otttr includes a data flow path for which there is no 
corresponding path in ittt~. Instead of requiring the correctness of the arguments 
in question one could also forbid a tree transformation rule to add data flow 
paths. 

In this paper we ignore these problems and simply require COR(tr) to include 
the arguments for all attribute instances in EVAL(tr). 
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5. An Algorithm to Test the Safety of Successive Transformations 

Let AG be an attribute grammar and TR a set of tree transformation rules 
defined for AG. We will show in this section that there is an algorithm that 
decides whether or not TR is safe for AG. As proved in Theorem 4.2 the (non- 
overlapping) application of any sequence of tree transformation rules from TR 
during a single left-to-right pass is safe if and only if TR is pairwise safe. Thus 
it suffices to show that it can be decided whether or not one tree transformation 
rule can be applied safely after another. 

In this section for every derivation tree T and for every pair of tree transfor- 
mation rules q: (dirq, ittq, ottq,'condq, evalq) and r: (dirt, itt~, ott,, condr, eval~) 
such that itt~ is found after ottq in T, we will show how to compute the depen- 
dency relations between attribute instances in EVAL(q) and attribute instances 
in COR(r) in order to find out, using Theorem 4.1 as a criterion, whether r 
can be applied safely after q. 

5.1 A First Investigation: Necessary Graphs 

Let Rottq and Rittr label the roots of ottq and itt, respectively. In Section 4 
we distinguished the following cases for the relative positions of Rottq and Ritt~. 

a) Rottq and Ritt~ are cousins, 
b) Ritt, is a descendant of Rottq, 
c) Rottq is a descendant of Ritt~. 

Case a. See Fig. 2a. Let T be a derivation tree including tree templates ottq 
and ittr, where ittr is found after ottq and such that Rottq and Ritt~ are cousins. 
Let p: Xpo ~ X p l  ... Xp~ ... Xpk ... Xp, be the production applied in T such 
that Rottq=Xv~ or Rottq is a descendant of Xp~ and Ritt~=Xpk or Ritt~ is 
a descendant of Xpk. To construct the dependency graph which expresses the 
dependency relations between attribute instances in EVAL(q) and attribute 
instances in COR(r) we need the following dependency relations in the following 
parts of T. 

a.1) dependencies between attribute instances A(Xp~) and A(Xpk) in the tree 
T 1 obtained from T by deleting its subtrees with root Xpj and Xpk ; 

a.2) dependencies between attribute instances A(Xpj) and A(Rottq) in the 
tree T2 obtained from T by isolating its subtree with root Xpi and deleting 
its subtree with root Rottq ; 

a.3) dependencies between attribute instances A(Xpk ) and A(Ritt~) in the 
tree T3 obtained from T by isolating its subtree with root Xpk and deleting 
its subtree with root Rittr ; 

a.4) dependencies between attribute instances of Ottq in the tree T4 obtained 
from T by isolating its subtree with root Rottq ; 

a.5) dependencies between attribute instances of itt, in the tree T5 obtained 
from T by isolating its subtree with root Ritt~. 

Observe that by "deleting a subtree" is meant: "deleting a subtree, except 
its root". 

In the following we do not restrict our computations to a single derivation 
tree but we consider every possible derivation tree which includes tree templates 
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ottq and ittr such that ittr is found after ottq and such that their roots are 
cousins. 

In Sects. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 we will develop algorithms to compute the above- 
mentioned dependency relations. In this section introductory remarks are made 
with respect to each of the parts (a.1), ..., (a.5). 

Part a.1 : For every pair of grammar symbols X and Yand for every production 
p e P  with X to the left of Y in the right-hand side of p we are interested in 
all the graphs expressing dependency patterns between attribute occurrences 
of X and Y of production p applied in derivation trees whose subtrees rooted 
in X and Y have been deleted. This set of graphs where X and Yare "brothers", 
for X the "left brother", and Y the "right brother", will be called BROTHER- 
SET(X, Y). 

Consider a production p: Xpo ~ X p l  ... Xpj ... Xpk ... Xp,  such that X =  
Xpj and Y= Xpk as shown in Fig. 4 where attribute occurrences have been printed 
as large dots. To compute the above-mentioned dependencies between attribute 
occurrences of Xpj and Xpk we first of all need the dependency graph DGp 
of production p. We also have to take into account for every possible application 
of production p the dependencies induced by its context. For Xpo we need 
the dependency graphs (with set of vertices A(Xpo)) showing how its inherited 
attributes may depend on its synthesized attributes, i.e., the different s-to-i attri- 
bute dependency patterns at Xpo of trees whose subtree rooted in Xpo has 
been deleted. This set of graphs will be called SI-SET(Xpo ). For every Xpi(1 <i  
<= n, i4:j, k) we need the dependency graphs (with set of vertices A (Xpi)) showing 
how its synthesized attributes may depend on its inherited attributes, i.e., the 
different i-to-s attribute dependency patterns at Xpi of subtrees with root Xpi. 
This set of graphs will be called IS-SET(Xpi ). The labeling of the arcs of these 
graphs will be discussed later. 

In Fig. 4 attribute dependencies induced by the evaluation rules of produc- 
tion p have been pictured by arcs with solid lines. Attribute dependencies from 
SI-SET(Xpo ) and IS-SET(Xpi ) (1 < i <  n, i:t:j, k) have been pictured by arcs with 
dashed lines. 

Having available the sets IS-SET(Z) for every Z~ Vand SI-SET(Z) for every 
Z~ VN, an arbitrary "brother-graph" of the set BROTHER-SET(X, Y) is con- 
structed as follows. Choose a production: p: X p o ~ X p l  ... Xpj ... Xpk ... Xp~ 
such that X = X p j  and Y=Xpk.  Choose an "si-graph" from SI-SET(Xpo) and 
an "/s-graph" from each IS-SET(Xpi ) (1 < i< n, i4:j, k). With the superposition 
of these graphs (as pictured in Fig. 4) a brother-graph can be associated as 

Xpo ; -- . . . .  

wX ~ ~X �9 wX e eX �9 eX �9 
pl ~ " ' "  b PJ 0 " ' "  ~ p m j  " ' "  d pk C " ' "  ~ pn 

\ . . j /  \ , ~  r \ / 

Fig. 4. Construction of a brother graph 
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follows. The vertices of the brother-graph are the attributes of A(X) and A(Y). 
For each pair of attributes (X.a, X.b), (X.a, Y.d), (Y.c, Y.d) and (Y.c, X.b), 
where X.a  and Y.c are synthesized (used) attributes and X.b  and Y.d are 
inherited (defined) attributes, an arc is included in the brother-graph if and 
only if there is an oriented path between the associated vertices in the graph 
constructed from DGp and the selected si-graph and/s-graphs. 

For the graphs in BROTHER-SET(X, X), i.e., in the event of brothers of 
the same name, two instances of every attribute a~A(X) are needed. In this 
case subscripts "left" and "right" might be used to distinguish the left and 
the right instance of every attribute a~A(X) in the brother graphs concerned. 
The vertices of the graphs in BROTHER-SET(Xleft , Xright ) are the instances 
from A (Sleft) and A (Xright). For the inclusion of the arcs we consider all produc- 
tions p: Xpo ~ X~ 1 ... Xpj ... Xpk ... Xp,, such that X = Xpj = Xpk. Furthermore 
we associate X~ert and Xright with Xpi and Xpk respectively. 

Parts a.2 and a.3: For every pair of grammar symbols X~VN, Y~ V and for 
every derivation tree T2 with root X and whose subtree rooted in Yhas been 
deleted we need the graph expressing the dependency relations between attribute 
instances of X and Y in T2. The set of all graphs where X and Y have such 
an "ancestor-descendant" relation will be called ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y). 

These ancestor-descendant dependency relations are found by considering 
chains of productions as pictured in Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows a chain which consists 
of a single production. In both figures solid arcs indicate dependencies induced 
by the evaluation rules of the productions involved in the chain. Dashed arcs 
indicate dependencies from/s-graphs. 

To begin with we consider the case where X and Y form part of the same 
production. For every pair of grammar symbols X~ VN, Y~ V and for every 
production peP such that X is the left-hand side and Yoccurs in the right-hand 
side of p we are interested in all the graphs expressing dependencies between 
attribute occurrences of X and Y of production p applied in derivation trees 
with root X (i.e., p is the production at the root of the tree) and whose subtree 
rooted in Y has been deleted. This set of graphs where X and Y have a "father- 
son" relation for X the "father" and Y the "son" will be called FATHER-SON- 
SET(X, Y). 

To construct an arbitrary "father-son" graph of the set FATHER-SON- 
SET(X, Y) we choose a production p: X p o ~ X p l  ... Xpk ... Xp, such that X 

o b 
+o• 

% , I  d c ~. 1 

Fig. 5. Construction of an ancestor-descendant graph 
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o b 

Fig. 6. Construction of a father-son graph 

=Xp0 and Y=Xpk. Choose an /s-graph from every set IS-SET(Xpi) ( l~ i~n ,  
i 4 k). With the superposition of these graphs (as pictured in Fig. 6) a father-son 
graph can be constructed as follows. The vertices are the attributes of A (X) 
and A(Y). For  each pair of attributes (X.a, X.b), (X.a, Y.d), (Y.c, Y.d) and 
(Y.c, X.b), where X-a and Y.d are inherited attributes and X.b and Y.c are 
synthesized attributes, an arc is included in the father-son graph if and only 
if there is an oriented path between the associated vertices in the graph con- 
structed from DGp and the selected/s-graphs. 

For  the graphs in FATHER-SON-SET(X,  X) two instances of every attri- 
bute a~A(X) are needed, just as for BROTHER-SET(X,  X). 

Having available the sets FATHER-SON-SET(W, Z) for every pair of gram- 
mar symbols We VN and Z ~ F, the construction of an arbitrary "ancestor- descen- 
dan t"  graph of the set ANC-DESC-SET(X,  Y) proceeds as follows. Y is a 
descendant of X implies that a sequence Zo, Z~ . . . . .  Zm of grammar symbols 
exists such that Zo=X and Zm= Y. From every set FATHER-SON-SET(Zi ,  
Zi+~) ( 0 < i < m - 1 )  we choose a father-son graph. The superposition of the 
selected father-son graphs in the order Zo, Z~ ..... Z m pictures dependency paths 
expressing all the dependencies between attributes of A(X) and A(Y) for a certain 
derivation tree with root X and whose subtree rooted in Y has been deleted. 
With the selected chain of father-son graphs an ancestor-descendant graph can 
be associated as follows. The vertices are the attributes of A(X) and A(Y). 
For each pair of attributes (X.a, X.b), (X.a, Y.d), (Y.c, Y.d) and (Y.c, X.b), 
where X.  a and Y. d are inherited attributes and X.  b and Y. c are synthesized 
attributes, an arc is included in the ancestor-descendant graph if and only if 
there is an oriented path between the associated vertices in the selected chain 
of father-son graphs. 

For  the graphs in ANC-DESC-SET(X,  X) two instances of every attribute 
a ~ A (X) are needed, distinguished as Xan c �9 a and 7fdesc. a. 

Consider again Fig. 2a. A graph of the set ANC-DESC-SET(Xpi, Rottq) 
has to be applied for Rottq a descendant of Xp~. For  Rottq = Xpj no such graph 
is needed. It is however not necessary to consider the situation, where Rottq 
=Xp~, as a special case if we include the identity graph ident(X ... .  Xd~sc ) in 
the set ANC-DESC-SET(X,  X), for every grammar symbol X (including XE FT). 
For  every inherited attribute i~I(X) and for every synthesized attribute s~S(X) 
ident(X ... .  Xd~sr ) contains the arcs (Xan ~" i, Xde~c" i) and (Xd~sr Xanr S), respec- 
tively. 
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onc-desc(W,X) 

brother  ( W, Z ) 
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b a d c 

Fig. 7. Construction of a cousin graph 

anc-desc(Z,Y) 

Parts a.1, a.2 and a.3: In case of a cousin relation between grammar symbols 
X and Y, we are interested in all the graphs expressing dependency patterns 
between instances of attributes of A(X) and A(Y) in a derivation tree whose 
subtrees rooted in X and Y have been deleted. This set of graphs where X 
and Y are cousins, with X the "left cousin" and Y the "right cousin", will 
be called COUSIN-SET(X, Y). 

The construction of an arbitrary graph from COUSIN-SET(X, Y) proceeds 
as follows. Consider an arbitrary pair IV,, Z ~ V  (intuitively X =  W or X is a 
descendant of W and Y= Z or Yis a descendant of Z). Select arbitrary graphs 
from the following sets: a graph brother (W, Z) from BROTHER-SET(W, Z) 
and graphs anc-desc(W, X) and anc-desc(Z, Y) from ANC-DESC-SET(W, X) 
and ANC-DESC-SET(Z, Y), respectively. The selected graphs are "pasted to- 
gether" as pictured in Fig. 7. 

With the resulting superposition of graphs a cousin graph can be associated 
as follows. For each pair of attributes (X.a, X.b), (X.a, u (Y.c, Y.d) and 
(Y.c, X.b), where X . a  and Y.c are synthesized attributes, and X-b and Y.d 
are inherited attributes, an arc is included in the cousin graph if and only 
if there is an oriented path between the associated vertices in the superposition. 

Parts a.4 and a.5: Consider a tree template tt with root Rt t  and leaves Lttl, 
Lt t2 . . . . .  Lt tn. For each instance Tof  t t we need its "instance graph" expressing 
the dependencies between attribute instances of A(Rtt), A(Lttl), 
A(Ltt2), ..., A(Lttn) in T. 

First, from the dependency graph Dtt a "template graph" TGtt can be derived 
as follows. The vertices of TGtt are the attribute instances of the root and 
the leaves of t t. For each pair of attribute instances (a, t t, X) and (b, t t, Y), 
where (a, t t, X) is an input attribute instance and (b, t t, Y) is an output attribute 
instance, an arc ((a, tt, X), (b, tt, Y)) is included in TGt~ if and only if there 
is an oriented path between the associated vertices in D,. 

Next, we take into account the dependencies induced by the different 
instances of tt. This means that for each leaf Ltt i ( l<i<n)  we need the set 
of graphs IS-SET(Lth). 

To construct an arbitrary instance graph of tt we choose an arbitrary is- 
graph from each set IS-SET(Ltti) ( l < i < n ) .  An instance graph can be con- 
structed by taking the superposition of TGtt and the selected /s-graphs as pic- 
tured in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Construction of an instance graph 
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Fig. 9. Construction of a graph expressing dependencies between attribute instances of tree templates 
involved in a cousin relation 

The set of all instance graphs of t t  will be called INSTANCE-SET(t0 and 
can be constructed by considering all combinations of /s-graphs from 
IS-SET(Lt ti) (1 < i < n). 

Parts a.l-a.5.: Having available the necessary sets of cousin graphs and instance 
graphs we are now able to construct for every pair of tree templates ottq and 
ittr, for the case where their roots Rottq and Rittr are cousins and where itt, 
is found after ott 0, dependency graphs dg(ottq, ittr) expressing dependency rela- 
tions between attribute instances of ott o and itt,. 

The construction of an arbitrary graph dg(ott~, ittr) proceeds as follows. 
Select arbitrary graphs from the following sets: a graph cousin(Rottq, Rittr) 
from COUSIN-SET(Rottq, Rittr) and graphs instance(ottq) and instance(ittr) 
from INSTANCE-SET(ottq) and INSTANCE-SET(itL), respectively. The 
selected graphs are pasted together as pictured in Fig. 9. 

Up to now we ignored the labeling of the above-mentioned dependency 
graphs. Consider a derivation tree T including instances of output template 
ottq and input template itt, such that their roots are cousins and itt~ is found 
after ottq. In Section 4 we explained how to assign a label L or L to every 
arc of Dr. Let dg(ottq, itt,) be the dependency graph associated with T and 
constructed as pictured in Fig. 9. To each arc of dg(ottq, itt~) a label is assigned 
in the following way. Each arc of dg(ottq, itt,) is associated with one or more 
dependency paths in D T. An arc in dg(ottq, itL) is labeled L if at least one 
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of its associated paths in D T includes an arc labeled L; otherwise the arc in 
dg(ott o, ittr) is labeled L. It will be shown in Sections 5.2-5.4 how to compute 
these labels, viz. by keeping track of these labels in all the graphs discussed 
up to now. 

Case b: See Fig. 2b. Let T be a derivation tree including tree templates ott o 
and ittr such that Ritt, is a descendant of Rott  o and itt, is found after ott 0. 
Let ott o have the leaves Lottq~, ..., Lotto,. The fact that ott o and itt~ do not 
overlap means that Ottq must have a leaf Lottok(1 < k < n) such that Ritt, = Lottok 
or Rittr is a descendant of Lotto,. 

To construct the dependenqy graph expressing the dependency relations be- 
tween attribute instances of EVAL(q) and COR(r) we need the following depen- 
dency relations in the following parts of T. 

b.1) dependencies between attribute instances of ott o in the tree T1 obtained 
from T by deleting its subtree with root Lottqk ; 

b.2) dependencies between attribute instances of A(Lottok) and A(Ritt,) in 
the tree T2 obtained from T b y  isolating its subtree with root Lott0k and deleting 
its subtree with root Rittr. 

b.3) dependencies between attribute instances of ittr in the tree T3 obtained 
from T by isolating its subtree with root R i t t .  

As in Case a we do not restrict our computations to a specific derivation 
tree, but we are interested in any derivation tree including tree templates ott o 
and itt, such that Ritt, is a descendant of Rott  o and itt~ is found after ott o. 

In this section we make introductory remarks to each of the parts (b.1), 
(b.2) and (b.3). Algorithms to compute the necessary dependency relations are 
developed in the following sections. 

Part b.l : Template graph TGottq describes the dependency relations of ott~ iso- 
lated from its context. We also have to take into account the dependencies 
induced by the possible instances of ott o and their context, except for the subtree 
rooted at Lottok(1 < k < n). Such a "context-except-for-one-leaf graph" (shortly 
a cefol graph) will be denoted by cefol (otto, k). 

To construct an arbitrary graph cefol(otto, k) we choose an arbitrary si-graph 
from SI-SET(Rotto) and an arbi t rary/s-graph from every IS-SET(Lott0i ) (1 < i  
<n, i:t:k). Such a graph cefol(ott0, k) can be constructed by pasting together 
these graphs as pictured in Fig. 10. 

For  a given k, the set of all graphs cefol(ott0, k) will be called 
CEFOL-SET(ot t  o, k). 

Taking into account that Ritt~ c a n  be a descendant of any Lott~k (1 < k  < n) 
we have to compute CEFOL-SET(otto,  k) for each k(1 < k < n). 

Part b.2: For  each pair (Lottok, Rittr) where Lottok( l<k<n ) is a leaf of ott o 
and Ritt, is the root of ittr we need the set ANC-DESC-SET(Lottok, Ritt,). 

Part b.3: For  itt, we need the set INSTANCE-SET(itt ,) .  

Parts b.l-b.3: Having available the necessary sets of dependency graphs we 
are now able to construct for each pair of tree templates ott o and itt,, for 
the case where Ritt, is a descendant of Rott  0 and where ittr is found after 
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Fig. 10. Construction of a cefol graph 
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Fig. 11. Construction of a graph expressing dependencies between attribute instances of tree templates 
involved in an ancestor-descendant relation 

ottq, dependency graphs dg(ottq, ittr) expressing dependency relations between 
attribute instances of ottq and itt,. 

The assemblage of an arbitrary graph dg(ottq, ittr) proceeds as follows. Take 
an arbitrary leaf Lottqk of ottq. Select arbitrary graphs from the following sets: 
a graph cefol(ottq, k) from CEFOL-SET(ottq, k), a graph anc-desc(Lottqk, Rittr) 
from ANC-DESC-SET(LOttqk, Ritt,) and a graph instance(itt,) from 
INSTANCE-SET(ittr). The selected graphs are pasted together, as pictured in 
Fig. 11. In a similar way as for Case a a label has to be assigned to every 
arc. 

C a s e  c: See Fig. 2c. The set of all possible dependency graphs expressing the 
dependencies between attribute instances of EVAL(q) and COR(r), with ottq 
and ittr involved in a descendant-ancestor relation, can be found in the same 
way as for Case b. 

Now we come back to the question whether for every derivation tree T 
and for each pair of tree transformation rules q: (dirq, ittq, ottq, condq, evalq) 
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and r: (dirt, itt,, ottr, cond,, evalr) such that itt, is found after Ottq, r can be 
applied safely after q. Having available for each situation, as pictured in Fig. 2, 
the labeled graphs dg(ottq, itt,) expressing the dependencies between attribute 
instances of ottq and ittr the question can be answered simply by checking 
the criteria of Theorem 4.1 

In Section 5.2 we will discuss algorithms to compute IS-SET(X) and SI- 
SET(X) for each X~V. In Section 5.3 we focus on the computation of 
BROTHER-SET(X,  Y) for each pair X, Ye V, FATHER-SON-SET(X,  Y) and 
ANC-DESC-SET(X,  Y) for each pair X~VN, YeV, and ANC-DESC-SET(X,  
X) for each X ~ VT. In Section 5.4 we demonstrate how to compute INSTANCE-  
SET(tt)  and CEFOL-SET(tt , 'k)  for every tree template tt and for every k. 
In Section 5.5 an algorithm will be presented to check for every pair q and 
r of conditional tree transformation rules whether r can be applied safely after 
q. 

Observe that, although in general the number of derivation trees for a given 
grammar is infinite, the above-mentioned sets of graphs are finite, since the 
number of vertices is finite. However, the number of graphs in every set can 
be exponential in the size of the grammar. For  this reason we also discuss 
a more "pessimistic" approach where every set of graphs is replaced by a single 
graph. Both methods are compared in Section 5.6. 

For  the direct expression of indirect dependencies we need the transitive 
closure of graphs with arcs labeled L or L. Let D be a graph with vertices 
V and arcs A of which the arcs are labeled L or L. The transitive closure D* 
of D is the graph with vertices 7, and arcs defined as follows. For  a, be  V there 
is an arc (a, b) in D* if and only if there is an oriented path from a to b 
in D. The arc (a, b) is labeled L if there is an oriented path from a to b in 
D of which at least one of the arcs is labeled L, and L otherwise. 

5.2 Dependencies Between Attributes of a Single Tree Node 

In Section 4 for each production p a dependency graph DGp has been defined. 
For  the combination of the dependency information of a production and its 
context we introduce the following notation. 

Let p be a production p: Xpo--*XplXp2 ... Xvn and let Di(O<i<n ) be a 
directed graph with vertices A (Xvi) and arcs to which the label L or L is assigned. 
Then DGp [Do, D1, ..., Dn] is the directed graph obtained from D G  v by adding 
an arc from attribute occurrence (a, p, i) to (b, p, i) whenever there is an arc 
from attribute Xp~.a to attribute Xpi.b in Di(O<i<n ). The arc from (a, p, i) 
to (b, p, i) in DGv[D o, D 1, ..., D o has the same label as its associated arc 
from Xpi.a t o  Xpi.b in Di(O<=i~n ). 

For  the case where D O is an si-graph from SI-SET(Xpo) and Di( l<i<n)  
an is-graph from IS-SET(Xpi) ( l < i < n ) ,  DGp[Do, D 1 . . . . .  D j  describes the 
(indirect) dependencies between attribute instances of an application of produc- 
tion p within a certain derivation tree. In the following we sometimes write 
D G p [ . . . ]  instead of DGp[Do, Da . . . . .  D.] when the sequence of graphs to be 
used is clear from the context. 
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Now we consider the case of a "hole"  in the context of a production. Given 
a production p: Xv0 ~ Xpl Xp2 ... Xp,, let Di(O<i< n) be a directed graph with 
vertices A(Xvi ) and labeled arcs. Then for, 0 <  k <  n, D G p - k [ D  o, D 1 . . . . .  Dk-1, 
Dk+ 1, -.., D,] = DGp[D o, Da . . . . .  D n ]  , where Dk is the graph on A(Xvk) without 
edges. For D G v - k [ D  0, D1, ..., D k_ a, Dk+l . . . . .  Dn] we also use the abbrevia- 
tion D G v -  k [ . . .  ]. 

For the direct expression of indirect dependencies we introduce DGp 
- k[. . .  ] *, the transitive closure of D G p -  k [. . .  ]. From D G p -  k [. . .  ]* a directed 
graph D G v - k * [ . . . ]  can be constructed as follows. The vertices of DGp 
- k * [ . . .  ] are the attributes of A (Xpk). For  each pair Xpk'a, Xvk" b of attributes, 
an arc from Xvk'a to Xvk'b is included in D G v - k * [ . . .  ] if and only if there 
is an arc from (a, p, k) to (b, p, k) in D G v - k [ . . . ] * .  Each arc in D G v - k * [ . . . ]  
has the same label as its corresponding arc in D G p - k  [. . .  ]*. 

D G v - 0 * [ . . . ]  will be used to construct is-graphs from IS-SET(Xpo ). DGp 
- k* [. . .  ] (1 < k < n) will be used to obtain s/-graphs from SI-SET (Xpk). 

We discuss two methods to compute these labeled is- and si-graphs. The 
first one proceeds along the same lines as Knuth's  correct algorithm [18] to 
examine the possible circularity of attribute grammars. The second one is related 
to Knuth's erroneous algorithm [17] and the variants of Kennedy and Warren 
[16] and Kastens [15]. The definition and computation of is- and si-graphs 
is also discussed in [20]. 

a. First Method. Consider a derivation tree T and its associated dependency 
graph Dr. Dr is the result of "pasting together" copies of DGv's for productions 
applied in T. To each arc of Dr the same label L or L is assigned as to the 
associated arcs of the applied DGp's. 

In the following a subtree of T with root X will be denoted by T/X. With 
each subtree T/X a directed graph ISr/x, representing the i-to-s behavior at 
X, can be associated as follows. The vertices of ISr/x are the attributes of A(X). 
For each pair X.  i, X . s  of inherited and synthesized attributes, respectively, 
an arc from X. i  to X.s  is included in IST/x if and only if there is an oriented 
path between the associated vertices in Dr/x. To each arc of ISr/x a label is 
assigned in the following way. An arc of ISr/x is labeled L if at least one of 
its associated paths in DT/x includes an arc labeled L; otherwise it is labeled 
L. 

Now, for each X e  Vthe set IS-SET(X) can be defined as follows: 

Definition 5.1. For each Xe  V, IS-SET(X)= {IST/xI T is a derivation tree}. [] 
Observe that, for each XeV, IS-SET(X) is "finite since A(X) is finite. An 

equivalent, more detailed, recursive definition, is: 

Definition 5.2. For each X e  V, 

IS-SET(X) = { D G v -  O* [D 1 . . . . .  On]l 

peP, Xpo=X,  DIelS-SET(Xp~) (1 <i<n)}. [] 

From this definition the following algorithm [18] can be derived. 

Algorithm 5.1. Computation of the sets IS-SET(X). 
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Input: attribute grammar AG. 

Output: set IS-SET(X) for all X s  F. 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
for all XeVN do IS-SET(X):=O od; 
for all X ~ VT 
do IS-SET(X),=single graph with vertices A(X) and no arcs od; 

repeat {for all X~ VN: add further graphs to set IS-SET(X)} 
choose a production p: Xpo-oXplXp2 ... Xp, for which none of the 
sets IS-SET(Xpi) (1 __< i__< n) is empty; 
for l <_i<n 
do choose a graph D i in IS-SET(Xpi) od; 
if graph D G p - 0 *  [D1 . . . . .  D,] is not in IS-SET(Xpo ) 
then add this graph to IS-SET(Xpo ) 
fi 

until no further graphs can be added to any set IS-SET(X); [] 

Observe that, for all X~ V, IS-SET(X) is non-empty. This follows immediately 
from the fact that the underlying context-free grammar of AG is reduced. 

Next we consider a derivation tree T whose subtree rooted in X has been 
deleted, except X itself. Such an (incomplete) derivation tree will be denoted 
by T -  T/X. 

With each tree T--T/X a directed graph SIT-T/x, representing the s-to-i 
behavior at X, can be associated as follows. The vertices of SIT_T~ x are the 
attributes of A (X). For each pair X.  s, X.  i of synthesized and inherited attributes, 
respectively, an arc from X.s  to X. i  is included in SIT-T/x if and only if there 
is an oriented path between the associated vertices in DT_T/x. To each arc 
a label is assigned in the usual way, but note that in fact every arc is labeled 

Now, for each X~ Vthe set SI-SET(X) can be defined as follows. 

Definition 5.3. For each X ~ V, 

SI-SET(X) = {SI r_ T/XJ T is a derivation tree}. [] 

An equivalent, more detailed, recursive definition is: 

Definition 5.4. For each X~ V, 

SI-SET(X) = {DGp-k*  [Do, D~,.. . ,  Dk-~, Dg+ 1, ..., D,]I 

peP, 1 <k<n,  Xpk=X, Do6SI-SET(Xpo), 
D, eIS-SET(Xp~) (l <i<n, i+k)}. [] 

This definition leads to the following algorithm. 

Algorithm 5.2. Computation of the sets SI-SET(X). 
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Input: attribute grammar AG; set IS-SET(X) for all Xe V. 

Output: set SI-SET(X) for all Xe E 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
SI-SET(S).-=single graph with vertices A(S) and no arcs; 
for all X6 Vsuch that X + S  do SI-SET(X)..=0 od; 

repeat {for all Xe V: add further graphs to set SI-SET(X)} 
choose a production p: X p o ~ X p l X p 2 . . . X p ,  for which the set 
SI-SET(Xpo ) is not empty; 
choose a graph D O in SI-SET(Xpo); 
choose an integer k(1 =< k < n); 
for l <i<_n, i:~k 
do choose a graph Di in IS-SET(Xpi ) od; 
if graph DGp - k* [Do, D 1 . . . . .  Dk - 1, Dk + 1 . . . . .  D,] is not in SI-SET (Xpk) 
then add this graph to SI-SET(Xpk ) 
fi 

until no further graphs can be added to any set SI-SET(X); [] 

Algorithm 5.1 to compute the sets IS-SET(X) for X e V  is the essential por- 
tion of Knuth's algorithm to examine the possible circularity of attribute gram- 
mars [18]. Algorithm 5.2 to compute the sets SI-SET(X) is just a simple varia- 
tion. Jazayeri, Ogden and Rounds [12, 13] showed that the time complexity 
of the circularity test is inherently exponential. However, the only exponential 
factor in the complexity of the algorithm is the number of /s-graphs in the 
set constructed for each nonterminal symbol. R/iih/i and Saarinen [22] found 
that for practical grammars this number is very small (at most 4 for unlabeled 
graphs) and discussed some techniques to improve the implementation of the 
algorithm to compute the sets IS-SET(X). Their experiments showed that for 
practical grammars the computation of the dependencies is feasible. 

b. Second Method. For a safety-test algorithm that is polynomial the sets IS- 
SET(X) and SI-SET(X) have to be replaced by single dependency graphs IS x 
and SI x, respectively. For each X E V n the graph ISx will contain (at least) all 
arcs of all different is-graphs of all different subtrees T/X of all different deriva- 
tion trees T (in the sense that L overrides L). For each XeV the graph SI x 
will represent a mixture of the different s/-graphs of all different trees T-- T/X. 

For each Xe Vthe graph ISx can be defined recursively as follows. 

Definition 5.5 For each X~ V, 

ISx= w{DGp-0*[ISx . . . . . . .  ISx~Jlp~e, Xpo-- X}. [] 

In this definition the union operator " u "  has the following meaning. A 
certain arc is included in IS x if an only if there is an associated arc in at 
least one of the graphs D G p - 0 * [ . . . ] ,  where Xpo=X. An arc in ISx is labeled 
L if at least one of the associated arcs is labeled L; otherwise it is labeled 
L. 
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From Definition 5.5 the following algorithm [16, 17] can be derived. 

Algorithm 5.3. Computation of dependency graphs ISx. 

Input: attribute grammar AG. 

Output: graph ISx for all X~ V. 

Algorithm: 
Initial step: 

for all X e V 
do ISx.'=graph with vertices A(X) and no arcs od; 

repeat {for all X~ VN: add ftlrther arcs to graph ISx 
and change the label of arcs already in ISx} 

choose a production p: Xp o ~ Xp 1 Xp 2 -.. Xpn ; 
if D G p - 0 *  [ISx . . . . . . .  ISxpj  includes an arc 

(Xpo.a, Xpo. b) not in ISxpo 
then add this arc to ISx~o 
fl; 
if D G p - 0 *  [ISxpl . . . . .  I S ~ , ]  includes an arc 

(Xpo.a, Xpo" b) labeled L 
while the corresponding arc in ISxpo is labeled L 

then change the label of arc (Xpo.a, Xpo" b) in ISx~o 
from L into L 

fi 
until no further arcs can be added to any graph ISx 

and no more labels can be changed in any graph ISx ; [] 

In [16] it has been shown that the (unlabeled) graphs ISx, by mixing i-to-s 
dependencies of different subtrees with the same root X, not only may exhibit 
combinations of dependencies that never will occur together in a single graph 
of the set IS-SET(X), but also may suggest spurious dependencies (i.e., dependen- 
cies that never will occur in any subtree with root X). Also the labeling of 
ISx may be pessimistic, in the following sense. Let /s-graph be a graph in IS- 
SET(X). If arc(a, b) of /s -graph has label L, then arc(a, b) of ISx has label 
L or L. If arc(a, b) of is-graph has label L, then arc(a, b) of ISx has label 
~--~o 

Similarly, it can be shown that the graphs SI x, by mixing s-to-i dependencies 
associated with different trees T-T/X, may exhibit dependencies that never 
will occur together in a single graph of the set SI-SET(X) and even may suggest 
dependencies that never will occur for any tree T-- T/X. 

Starting from the following definition the development of an algorithm to 
compute the sets SI x for all XE Vis straightforward and is left to the reader. 

Definition 5.6. For each X~ V, 

SI x = w {DGp-- k* [Six,o, ISx~l, ..., ISx~k_ ~, ISxp~k+ ~ . . . . .  ISx~J I 

peP, l <k<n, Xpk=X}. [] 
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Since the sets ISx and SI x present a sort of worst-case pictures of IS and 
SI dependencies, respectively, they may mistakenly suggest that the correct 
recomputation of necessary attributes is not possible during a single pass be- 
tween two transformations. But, a positive conclusion is always correct. Investi- 
gation of practical examples has to show whether the use of graphs from the 
sets IS-SET(X) and SI-SET(X) really leads to better results and hence is prefera- 
ble to the use of graphs ISx and SI x. 

To aid in performance analyis a more detailed representation of Algorithm 
5.3 is included. In Algorithm 5.3a, instead of D G p - 0 * [ . . . ]  we construct the 
transitive closure DGp-- 0 [... ] * of D G p -  0 [-... ]. 

Algorithm 5.3a. Computation of dependency graphs ISx. 

Input: attribute grammar AG. 

Output: graph ISx for all X~ V. 

Algorithm: 
for all X ~ V 
do construct graph ISx with vertices A(X) and no arcs od; 
for all peP 
do initialize graph D G v -  0 [... ]* = D G p -  0 [.. .  ] ; 

for each arc(Xpo.a, Xpo.b) in D G p - 0 [ . . . ] *  
not in ISx,o 
or in ISxp o but labeled differently 

do add arc(Xpo.a, Xpo. b) to ISx~o 
or adjust the label of arc(Xpo.a, Xpo. b) if necessary 

od 
od; 
{initially, for each Xe V~ each arc in ISx is unmarked} 
while there is an Xe VN with an unmarked arc(X, a, X. b) in ISx 
do mark(X.a, X.b) in ISx; 

for each occurrence of X = Xpk(1 ~ k < n) 
in the right-hand side of any rule p 

do add arc(Xpk'a, Xpk.b) to D G p - 0 [ . . . ] * ;  
update the transitive closure D G p -  0 [.. .  ]*; 
for each arc (Xpo. a, Xpo. b) in D G p -  0 [.. .  ]* 

not in ISx~o 
or in ISxpo but labeled differently 

do add arc(Xpo.a, Xpo. b) to ISx,o 
or (adjust the label ofarc(Xpo.a, Xpo. b) 

and unmark (Xpo .a, Xpo-b)) if necessary 
od 

od 
od; [] 

To express the time complexity of Algorithm 5.3 a we introduce the following 
parameters: 
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] V[ the number of grammar symbols; 
[ P [ the number of productions; 
JR[ the maximum number of grammar symbols in a single production; 
IX[ the maximum number of attributes of a single grammar symbol. 

The inclusion "add arc(a, b) to graph D", the adaptations "adjust the label 
of arc(a, b)" and "mark or unmark arc(a, b)" and the test "arc(a, b) in graph 
D" are considered as primitive operations. If the costs of these operations is 
O(1), then the time complexity of Algorithm 5.3a is O([VI[PIIRI'*IX[5), i.e., 
the time complexity is polynomial in the size of the grammar. For a similar 
algorithm to compute the sets Six for each X~ VN the same complexity is found. 

5.3 Dependencies Between Attributes of Two Tree Nodes 

In Sect. 5.2 we introduced the concept of a "hole in the context" of a production. 
For the computation of the data flow in a chain of productions, we also need 
the idea of a "context with two holes", since a production usually has two 
neighbours in a chain. 

Given a production p: Xpo----~XplXp2 ... Xpn and directed graphs D i (O<i 
<n) with vertices A(Xpi ) and arcs to which the label L or r, is assigned. For 
O < j < k < n ,  

D G p -  (j, k) [Do, DI, ..., D j_ 1, Dj+ x, ..., DR- 1, Dk+ 1, " ,  D,] 

= DGv [.Do, D 1 . . . . .  D,], 

where Dj and O k a r e  the graphs on A(Xpj) and A(Xpk), respectively, both without 
edges. For 

D G p -  (j, k) [O 0, 01 . . . . .  Oj_ 1, Oj+ 1 . . . . .  Ok- 1, DR+ x . . . . .  O,] 

we also use the abbreviation D G p -  (j, k) [ . . .  ]. 
For  the direct expression of indirect dependencies we use D G p -  (j, k) [ . . .  ]*, 

the transitive closure of D G p -  (j, k) [.... ]. 
From D G p -  (j, k) [ . . . ]*  a directed graph D G p -  (j, k)*[ . . . ]  can be con- 

structed as follows. The vertices of D G p -  (j, k)* [ . . .  ] are the attributes of A(Xpi  ) 
and A(Xpk ). A certain arc is included in D G v - ( j - k ) *  [ . . .  ] if and only if there 
is an associated arc in D G v - ( j ,  k) [.... ]*. Each arc in D G p - ( j ,  k)*[ . . . ]  has 
the same label as its corresponding arc in D G p - ( j ,  k) [....]*. Observe that 
in D G p - ( j ,  k)*[-...] the following kinds of arcs have to be distinguished: arcs 
(Xpj.a, Xpj.b), (Xpk'C, Xpk'a), (Xp~.a, Xpk.d) and (Xpk'C, Xpj.b) associated 
with arcs ((a, p, j), (b, p, j)), ((c, p, k), (d, p, k)), ((a, p, j), (d, p, k)) and ((c, p, 
k), (b, p, j)), respectively, where (a, p, j) and (c, p, k) are used attribute occurrences 
and (b, p, j) and (d, p, k) are defined attribute occurrences of production p. 

Remark. In a graph D G p -  (j, k)*[ . . . ] ,  where X = X p j = X p k  , tWO instances of 
each attribute a e A ( X )  are involved. Subscripts are used to distinguish the two 
instances of each attribute a~A(X).  
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DGp--(j, k)* [ . . . ]  (1 <j<k<n)  will be used to express brother graphs from 
the set BROTHER-SET(Xpj, Xpk ). DGp--(0, k)*[. . . ]  (1 < k< n) will be used 
to express father-son graphs from the set FATHER-SON-SET(Xpo, Xpk). 

AS in Sect. 5.2 we discuss two methods to compute brother, father-son, ances- 
tor-descendant and cousin graphs. The first method uses sets of different depen- 
dency graphs and is related to Knuth's correct algorithm [-18]. The second 
method mixes the dependencies of different graphs into a single graph and 
is related to Knuth's erroneous algorithm 1-17]. 

a. First Method. We first discuss the computation of brother-graphs, starting 
from the following (detailed) definition. 

Definition 5.7. For each pair X, Y~ 7, 

BROTHER-SET(X, Y)= {DGp- (j, k)* [Do, O1, ..., D j_ 1, Dj+ 1 . . . . .  

Dk_ l ,  Dk+ 1 . . . . .  DJIp~P, l < j<k<n ,  

Xpj=X,  Xpk= Y, Do~SI-SET(Xpo), 

Di~IS-SET(Xpl ) (1 <i<n, i~j,  k)}. [] 

This definition immediately leads to the following algorithm to compute 
the sets BROTHER-SET(X, Y) for all X, Ye V. 

Algorithm 5.4 Computation of sets BROTHER-SET(X, Y). 

Input: attribute grammar AG; sets IS-SET(X) and SI-SET(X) for all Xe  V. 

Output: set BROTHER-SET(X, Y) for all X, Y~ E 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
for all X, Ye V 
do BROTHER-SET(X, Y):=0 od; 

{for all X, Y~ V: add further graphs to set BROTHER-SET(X, Y)} 
for all peP 
do for each pair j, k(1 <j<k<n)  

do for each combination 
[-Do, D1 .. . .  , Dj-1, Dj+I . . . . .  D R - l ,  Dk+l . . . . .  On] 
where Do~SI-SET(Xpo ) and 

DieIS-SET(Xpi ) (1 <i<n, i#j,  k) 
do if graph DGp-( j ,  k)* [-Do, D1 . . . . .  /)j-1, Dj+ 1 . . . .  , Dk-1, 

Dk + 1 . . . .  , Dn] 
is not in BROTHER-SET(Xpj, Xpk) 

then add this graph to BROTHER-SET(Xp~, Xpk ) 
fi 

od 
od 

od; [] 

Next, we focus on the computation of father-son graphs. 
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Definition 5.8. For each pair X e VN, Ye V,, 

FATHER-SON-SET(X, Y)= {DGp-  (0, k)* [D 1 . . . . .  Dk- 1, Dk+ 1 . . . . .  Dn][ 

peP, Xpo=X, l <=k<=n, Xvk= Y 
DieIS-SET(Xpi ) ( l < i < n ,  i:t:k)}. [] 

Starting from this definition the development of an algorithm to compute 
the sets FATHER-SON-SET(X, Y) for all X e  VN, Ye V, is straightforward and 
is left to the reader. 

In Sect. 5.1 it has been explained how to compute the ancestor-descendant 
graphs from sequences of father-son graphs. The following algorithm may be 
used to compute the sets ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) for all XeVN, YeVand the 
sets ANC-DESC-SET(X, X) for all X e  VT. 

Algorithm 5.5 Computation of sets ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y). 

Input: attribute grammar AG; 
set FATHER-SON-SET(X, Y) for all Xe  VN, Ye V. 

Output: set ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) for all X e  VN, Ye Vand 
set ANC-DESC-SET(X, X) for all Xe VT. 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
for all X e VN, Ye V 
do ANC-DESC-SET (X, Y) ,=FATHER-SON-SET (X, Y) od; 
for all X e Vr 
do ANC-DESC-SET(X, X),=single graph ident (X ....  Xdesc ) od; 
for all X e VN 
do if ident(X .. . .  Xdes~) is not in ANC-DESC-SET(X, X) 

then add this graph to ANC-DESC-SET(X, X) 
fi 

od; 
repeat {for all Xe  VN, Ye V: add further graphs to set ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y)} 

choose X, Z e  VN and Ye Vsuch that ANC-DESC-SET(X, Z) and 
ANC-DESC-SET(Z, Y) are not empty; 
choose a graph anc-desc(X, Z) from ANC-DESC-SET(X, Z); 
choose a graph anc-desc(Z, Y) from ANC-DESC-SET(Z, Y); 
construct the graph superposition (X, Z, Y) by "pasting together along 
Z"  the graphs anc-desc(X, Z) and anc-desc(Z, Y); 
construct the graph anc-desc(X, Y) with vertices A(X) and A(Y) and 
labeled arcs (X.a, X.b), (X.a, Y.d), (Y.c, Y.d) and (Y.c, X.b) 
if and only if there are associated arcs in superposition (X, Z, Y)*; 
if anc-desc (X, Y) is not in ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) 
then add this graph to ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) 
fi 

until no further graphs can be added to any set ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y); [] 
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Observe that, for all X~V, the identity graph ident(X . . . .  Xdesc ) includes 
two kinds of arcs: (Xanc'i, Xdosc'i) and (Xaesr Xan~.s) for i and s inherited 
and synthesized attributes, respectively. These arcs are labeled L. 

Having available the necessary sets of brother graphs and ancestor-descen- 
dant graphs the following algorithm may be used to compute the set COUSIN- 
SET(X, Y) for all X, Y~ V. 

Algorithm 5.6. Computation of sets COUSIN-SET(X, Y). 

Input: attribute grammar AG; 
set BROTHER-SET(X, Y) for all X, YE V; 
set ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) for all Xe  VN, Ye V; 
set ANC-DESC-SET(X, X) for all X~ Vr. 

Output: set COUSIN-SET(X, Y) for all X, Ye V.. 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
for all X, Y~ V 
do COUSIN-SET(X, Y).'=BROTHER-SET(X, Y) od; 

{for all X, Y~ V: add further graphs to set COUSIN-SET(X, Y)} 
for all X, YE V 
do for each pair W, Z~ V 

such that BROTHER-SET(W, Z) is non-empty, and both ANC- 
DESC-SET(W, X) and ANC-DESC-SET(Z, Y) exist and are non- 
empty 

do for all graphs brother(W, Z) from BROTHER-SET(W, Z) 
do for all graphs anc-desc(W, X) from ANC-DESC-SET(W, X) 

do for all graphs anc-desc(Z, Y) from ANC-DESC-SET(Z, Y) 
do construct the graph superposition (X, W, Z, Y) by "pasting 

together along W" the graphs brother(W, Z) and anc- 
desc(W,, X) and "along Z"  the graphs brother(W, Z) and 
anc-desc(Z, Y); 
construct the graph cousin(X, Y) with vertices A(X) and 
A(Y) and labeled arcs (X.a, X.b), (X.a, Y.d), (Y.c, Y.d) 
and (Y.c, X.b) if and only if there are associated arcs in 
superposition (X, W, Z, Y)*; 
if cousin(X, Y) is not in COUSIN-SET(X, Y) 
then add this graph to COUSIN-SET(X, Y) 
fi 

od 
od 

od; [] 

od 
od 

From the fact that the number of graphs in the sets IS-SET(X) and SI- 
SET(X) is exponential follows that the number of graphs in the sets BROTHER- 
SET(X, Y), FATHER-SON-SET(X, Y), ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) and COUSIN- 
SET(X, Y) is also exponential. 
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Restricting the number of graphs in the sets IS-SET(X) and SI-SET(X) 
to one reduces the number of graphs in the sets BROTHER-SET(X, Y) and 
FATHER-SON-SET (X, Y) to an amount polynomial in the size of the grammar, 
but the number of graphs in the sets ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) may still be expo- 
nential. From this we conclude that also the number of graphs in the sets 
COUSIN-SET(X, Y) may still be exponential. 

b. Second Method. To obtain a safety-test algorithm that is polynomial we al- 
ready replaced the sets of graphs IS-SET(X) and SI-SET(X) by the single graphs 
ISx and Six, respectively. Moreover, instead of the sets of graphs BROTHER- 
SET(X, Y), FATHER-SON-SET(X, Y), ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) and COUSIN- 
SET(X, Y) we will use single graphs BROTHERx, r, FATHER-SONx. Y, 
ANC-DESCx, r and COUSINx, r. 

For each pair X, Y~ V the graph BROTHERx,r represents a mixture of the 
different brother-graphs from BROTHER-SET(X, Y). 

Definition 5.9. For each pair X, Y~ V, 

BROTHERx, r = u {DGp--(j, k)*[Slxpo, ISxp,, ..., ISxp~_,, 

ISxp~j+ ,~ ..., ISx~ck_ 1~, ISx~k+, . . . . .  ISx~,] [ 

peP, 1 <j<k<n,  Xpj=X, Xvk = Y}. [] 

In this definition the union operator " ~ "  has the usual meaning of joining 
arcs of different graphs, in the sense that L overrides L (cf. Def. 5.5). 

This definition immediately leads to the following algorithm: 

Algorithm 5.7. Computation of dependency graphs BROTHERx, r. 

Input: attribute grammar AG; graphs ISx and Six for all X~ V. 

Output: graph BROTHERx, Y, for all X, Y~ E 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
for all X, Y~ V 
do BROTHERx,y:=graph with vertices A(X) and A(Y) and no arcs od; 

{for all X, Ye V: add further arcs to graph BROTHERx,y 
and change the label of arcs already in BROTHERx, y} 

for all p ~ P 
do for each pair j, k(1 <j<k<n)  

do if D G p -  (j, k)* [Six.o, ISx . . . . . . .  ISxpc~_., ISx,,~j +., 
.... ISx~k_ ~, ISxp~+ ~, ..., ISx~,] 

includes arcs (Xpj. a, Xps. b), (Xpj. a, Xpk. d), 
(Xpk. C, Xpk" d) and (Xpk. C, Xpj. b) 
not in BROTHERx~j,x~ 
or in BROTHERx~j,xp~ but labeled differently 

then add these arcs to BROTHERxpj,x~ 
or adjust their label if necessary 

fi 
od 

od; [] 
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In Sect. 5.2 it was shown that the graphs ISx and Six may mix-up dependen- 
cies associated with different environments and may even picture spurious depen- 
dencies. Hence, also the graph BROTHERx, r may exhibit dependencies that 
never will occur together in any single graph of the set BROTHER-SET(X, 
Y) and may even suggest dependencies (and also labels L instead of L) that 
never will occur for any environment of the pair X, Y Similar remarks can 
be made for the graphs FATHER-SONx, r, ANC-DESCx,y and COUSINx,r. 

To express the time complexity of Algorithm 5.7, we use the same parameters 
and cost values for primitive operations as defined at the end of Sect. 5.2. Assum- 
ing the availability of the graphs ISx and SI x for all X~ V, Algorithm 5.7 takes 
time O([P[[R[5[X]3), i.e., the time complexity is polynomial in the size of the 
grammar. 

For each pair X~ VN, Y~ Vthe graph FATHER-SONx, r representing a mix- 
ture of the different father-son graphs from the set FATHER-SON-SET(X, 
Y), can be defined as follows. 

Definition 5.10. For each pair X s Vu, Ye V, 

FATHER-SONx,r = w {DGp-(0, k)* [ISx . . . . . . .  ISxp~k_ ,,, ISxp,~+ 1) . . . .  , ISx~.] [ 

p~P, Xpo=X, l<k<n, Xpk=Y}. [] 

Starting from this definition the development of an algorithm to compute 
the graph FATHER-SONx, r, for all X~ VN, Y~ V, is straightforward and is left 
to the reader. Observe that the time complexity of such an algorithm is 
o(IPlIRl41x]3). 

From the father-son graphs we construct for all X~VN, Y~V the graph 
ANC-DESCx, r and for all X~ VT- the graph ANC-DESCx, x. 

Algorithm 5.8. Computation of dependency graphs ANC-DESCx, r. 

Input: attribute grammar AG; graph FATHER-SONx. v for all X~ Vu, Y~ V. 

Output: graph ANC-DESCx, r for all X ~ VN, Y~ Vand 
graph ANC-DESCx,x for all X~ V~. 

Algorithm: 

Initial step: 
for all X e VN, Y~ V 
do ANC-DESCx, r"= FATHER-SONx, rod; 
for all X~ VT 
do ANC-DESCx,x-'=idenf(X . . . .  Xdefc) od; 
for all X E VN 
do if ident(X . . . .  Xdosc) includes arcs not in ANC-DESCx, x 

then add these arcs to ANC-DESCx, x 
fi 

od; 
{for all X~ VN, Y~ V: add further arcs to graph ANC-DESCx, r and change 
the label of arcs already in ANC-DESCx, r} 

for all X, Y~ VN, Z~ V 
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do construct the graph superposition (X, Y, Z) by "pasting together along 
Y" the graphs ANC-DESCx,y and ANC-DESCr,z 
and construct its transitive closure superposition (X, Y, Z)* 

od; 
{initially for all X~ V n, Y~ Vevery arc in ANC-DESCx, r is unmarked} 
while there are X~ VN, Y~ V 

such that graph ANC-DESCx,~ has unmarked arcs 
do mark the arcs of ANC-DESCx,y; 

for each Z E V 
do if Y~ V n 

then update superpo~ition (X, Y, Z)*; 
for each arc (X. a, X. b), (X. a, Z. d), (Z. c, Z. d) and 

(Z.c, X .  b) in superposition (X, Y, Z)* 
not in ANC-DESCx,z 
or in ANC-DESCx,z but labeled differently 

do add these (unmarked) arcs to ANC-DESCx,z 
or adjust their label and unmark them, if necessary 

od 
fi; 
if Z6 VN 
then update superposition (Z, X, Y)*; 

{same as above: add arcs to and unmark arcs 
and adjust labels of arcs in ANC-DESCz, r} 

fi 
od 

od; [] 

Using the same parameters and the same primitive operations with associated 
cost values as at the end of Sect. 5.2 the time complexity of Algorithm 5.8 is 
o(I v131xI4). 

Finally, we present Algorithm 5.9 to construct the graph COUSINx.y for 
all X, Y~ V. 

Algorithm 5.9. Computation of dependency graphs COUSINx,y. 

Input: attribute grammar AG; 
graph BROTHERx,r for all X, Y~ V; 
graph ANC-DESCx,v for all X~ VN, Y~ V; 
graph ANC-DESCx,x for all X~ Vr. 

Output: graph COUSINx, r for all X, Ye V. 

Algorithm: 
Initial step: 

for all X, YE V 
do COUSINx,y ~-- BROTHERx, y od; 

{for all X, Y~ V: add further arcs to graph COUSINx, Y 
and change the label of arcs already in COUSINx, r} 
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for all X, Y~ V 
do for each pair W, Z~ V 

such that both ANC-DESCw, x and ANC-DESCz, r exist 
do construct the graph superposition (X, W, Z, Y) by "pasting together 

along W" the graphs BROTHERw,z  and ANC-DESCw,x and "along 
Z "  the graphs BROTHERw, z and ANC-DESCz, r and construct its 
transitive closure superposition (X, W, Z, Y)*; 
for each arc (X.a, X.b), (X.a, Y.d), (Y.c, Y.d) and (Y.c, X.b)  in 

superposition (X, W, Z, Y)* 
not in COUSINx, r 
or in COUSINx, r but labeled differently 

do add these arcs to COUSINx, r 
or adjust their label if necessary 

od 
od 

od; [] 

Using the same parameters and cost values for primitive operations as at 
the end of Sect. 5.2, the time complexity of Algorithm 5.9 is O (I V[4[ X [3). 

5.4 Context Dependencies for Tree Templates 

In Sect. 5.1 the notion of a template graph TGtt of a tree template tt has been 
defined. Now we add labels to the arcs in the usual manner. For  the combination 
of the dependency information of a tree template and its context we introduce 
a notation similar to the one used for productions. 

Given a tree template tt with root R t t  and leaves Ltt l ,  Ltt2,  ..., L t t , .  Let 
Do be a graph from SI-SET(Rtt) and let D~(l<i<n) be a graph from 
IS-SET(Ltti). Then T G , [ D o ,  D1, ..., D,] is the directed graph obtained from 
T G ,  by adding an arc from attribute instance (a, tt, Rtt)  to (b, tt, Rtt)  whenever 
there is an arc from attribute R t t . a  to R t t . b  in D o and by adding an arc 
from attribute instance (a, tt, Ltti) to (b, tt, Ltti) whenever there is an arc 
from attribute Ltt i .a  to Ltt~.b in D~(l<i<n). The arcs added to TGtt have 
the same label as their associated arcs in D i(O <i< n). 

Consider Fig. 2. Observe that both output template Ottq and input template 
ittr have one neighbour in the chain of connecting productions. So, also for 
a tree template, we need the concept of a "hole"  in its context. 

TGtt--0[D1 . . . .  ,D , ]=TG,[Do ,  D 1 . . . . .  D,], where D o is the graph on 
A(Rtt)  without edges. For  1 <k<n,  T G t t - k [ D o ,  D~ . . . .  , Dk_ ~, Dk+ 1, ..., D,] 
=TGtt[Do, D1 . . . .  , D,], where D k is the graph on A(Lttk) without edges. TGtt 
- - 0 J - D 1 ,  O 2 . . . .  , D,] will be used to express instance graphs, and T G , - k [ D o ,  
D1 . . . .  , Ok-1, Dk+l . . . .  , D,] (1 < k <  n) to express cefot graphs. 

As usual we discuss two methods to compute the instance graphs and cefol 
graphs for each tree template. The first approach results in sets of different 
graphs. The second method mixes the dependencies of different environments 
into a single graph. 
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a. First Method 
Definition 5.11. For each tree template t t  with leaves L t t l ,  Lt t2 . . . .  , L t t , ,  IN- 
STANCE-SET(tt)= {TG.--0[D1, D 2 . . . . .  D,] IDiEIS-SET(Ltti)  (1 ___ inn)} .  [] 

Definition 5.12. For each tree template t t  with root R t t  and leaves L t t l ,  
L t t  2 . . . .  , L t t ,  and integer k(1 <=k<n), 

CEFOL-SET(t t, k)= { T G , - k  [Do, D1 . . . . .  Dk-1, Dk+I . . . . .  DJI  

DoeSI-SET(Rt t ) ,  DI~IS-SET(Ltti)  (l<__i<=n, i:[:k)}. [] 

Algorithms to compute the above-mentioned sets follow immediately from 
Definitions 5.11 and 5.12 and are left to the reader. 

b. Second Method. To obtain a safety-test algorithm that works in polynomial 
time we replace for each tree template t t  its set of graphs INSTANCE-SET(t0 
by a single graph INSTANCE,.  A similar approach is followed for the sets 
of graphs CEFOL-SET(t t, k) which are replaced by the single graphs CEFOLtt,R. 

Definition 5.13. For each tree template t t  with leaves L t t l ,  Lt t2 ,  ..., L t t , ,  

INSTANCE, = TGtt- 0 [ISLttl, ISLtt2 . . . . .  ISL,.]. [] 

Definition 5.14. For each tree template t t  with root R t t  and leaves Ltt~,  
Lt t2 ,  ..., L t t ,  and integer k(1 <=k<=n), 

CEFOLtt ,k=TGtt--k[SIgtt ,  ISLttl, .... ISLttk 1, ISLtk+  1' " " '  ISLttJ" [] 

To express the time complexity of the algorithms to compute the instance 
graphs and cefol graphs we use the same cost values for primitive operations 
as at the end of Sect. 5.2. Furthermore we introduce the following parameters: 

ILl the maximum number of leaves in a tree template; 
IT[ the number of tree transformation rules; 
IX[ the maximum number of attributes of a grammar symbol. 
Assuming the availability of the template graph TGtt for each tree template 

t t  and the graphs IS x and Six for each XeV, the computation of the graphs 
INSTANCEtt for each tree template t t  takes time 0(IYl[ LI[ X]2). The time com- 
plexity of an algorithm to compute for each tree template t t and for each 
excluded leaf k the graphs CEFOLtt,k is 0([T I [L[ 2 [X[2) .  

5.5 The Safety Test 

In this Section algorithms are presented which investigate for an attribute gram- 
mar AG and an associated set TR of conditional tree transformation rules 
whether TR is safe with respect to a left-to-right pass. 

These algorithms construct for each pair of tree transformation rules q: 
dir~, ittq, ottq, condq, evalq) and r: (dirt, ittr, ottr, cond,  eval~) and for each 
situation as pictured in Fig. 2, the labeled graphs dg(ottq, itL) expressing the 
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dependencies between attribute instances in EVAL(q) and attribute instances 
in COR(r). For each graph dg(ottq, ittr) the criteria of Theorem 4.1 are checked. 

Two methods are discussed to construct the graphs dg(ottq, ittr). Both meth- 
ods make use of cousin graphs, ancestor-descendant graphs, instance graphs 
and cefol graphs. The first method selects its graphs from sets of different graphs. 
The second method uses graphs showing a mixture of the dependencies exhibited 
by the different graphs included in a set. 

a. First Method. In Algorithm 5.10 the function "test dependencies" investigates 
whether the dependencies between attribute instances in EVAL(q) and attribute 
instances in COR(r) allow the correct recomputation of the latter between the 
successive non-overlapping applications of q and r. 

Algorithm 5.10. Computation of attribute dependencies which indicate whether 
or not a set TR of conditional tree transformation rules is safe with respect 
to an attribute grammar AG. 

Input: attribute grammar AG; set TR of tree transformation rules; 
sets COUSIN-SET(X, Y) and ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) for all X, Y~ VN ; 
sets INSTANCE-SET(t t) and CEFOL-SET(t  t, k) for each input or 
output template t t and 1 < k < n, where n is the number of leaves of t t. 

Output :value of safe, i.e., indication whether TR is safe or not. 

Algorithm: 

const OK = true; 
type dg-of-ott-and-itt . . . .  ; {a directed graph whose vertices are associated 

with attribute instances of tree template ott and 
itt; to each arc the label L or L is assigned} 

var safe: boolean; 
function test dependencies (dg(ottq, itt~)*: dg-of-ott-and-itt; q, r: TR): boo- 

lean; 
begin 

test dependencies ..=OK ; 
for each pair of attribute instances (a, ottq, X) in EVAL(q) 

and (b, i t t ,  Y) in COR(r), such that 
dg(ottq, itt~)* includes an arc ((a, ottq, X), (b, itt,, Y)) 

do {check the criteria of Theorem 4.1}. 
if ((a, Ottq, X), (b, itt,, Y)) is labeled L 

or X is a leaf of ottq and dirq = up 
or Yis a leaf of ittr and dir~ = down 

then test dependencies .'=not OK 
fi 

od 
end {of test dependencies} ; 

safe := OK; 
for each ordered pair q, r~TR 

where q = (dirq, ittq, ottq, condq, evalq) and 
r = (dir ,  ittr, otL, cond,, eval,) 
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do {let Rott~ and Rittr be the root of ottq and itt., respectively} 
{test the case that Rottq and Ritt. are cousins; see Fig. 9} 
for all graphs instance(ottq) from INSTANCE-SET(ottq) 
do for all graphs instance(itt.) from INSTANCE-SET(itt .)  

do for all graphs cousin(Rottq, Ritt.) from 
COUSIN-SET(Rottq, Rittr) 

do construct the graph dg(ottq, itt~) composed of the subgraphs 
instance (otto) and instance (itt~); 
add labeled arcs 
((a, ottq, Rottq), (b, ottq, Rottq)), 
((a, ottr Rottq), (d, ittr, Ritt.)), 
((c, itt,, Rittr), (d, itt~, Rittr)), 
and ((c, itt., Ritt.), (b, ottq, Rottq)) 
if and only if there is a corresponding arc in 
cousin(Rottq, Rittr); 
construct the transitive closure dg(ott~, ittr)*; 
safe,=safe and test dependencies (dg(ott~, itt.)*, q, r) 

od 
od 

od; 
{test the case where Rittr is a descendant of Rottq ; see Fig. 11} 
if dirq = down 
then {let n be the number of leaves of ottq} 

for l < k < n  
do for all graphs cefol(ottq, k) from CEFOL-SET(ott~, k) 

do for all graphs instance(ittr) from INSTANCE-SET(ittr) 
do {let Lottqk be the k-th leaf of otto} 

for all graphs anc-desc(Lottq.k, Ritt~) 
from ANC-DESC-SET(Lottqk, Rittr) 

do construct the graph dg(ottq, itt.) composed of the 
subgraphs cefol(ottq, k) and instance(itt.); 
add labeled arcs 
((a, ottq, Lottqk), (b, ottq, Lottqk)), 
((a, ottq, Lott~k), (d, i t t .  Rittr)) 
((c, i t t .  Ritt.), (d, itt., Ritt.)) 
and ((c, itt., Ritt.), (b, ottq, Lottqk)) 
if and only if there is a corresponding arc in 
anc-desc(Lottqk, Rittr); 
construct the transitive closure dg(ottq, ittr)*; 
safe.-=safe and 

test dependencies (dg(ottq, ittr)*, q, r) 

od 
od 

fi; 

od 
od 

{test the case where Rittr is an ancestor of Rottq} 
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if dir, = up 
then {as above, but exchange ottq and itt r, 

except in dg(ottq, itt,)} 
fi 

od; [] 

From the fact that the number of graphs in the sets COUSIN-SET(X, Y) 
and ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) may be exponential in the size of the grammar 
it follows that the time complexity of Algorithm 5.10 is exponential. Experiments 
will be necessary to determine whether the method applied in Algorithm 5.10 
is feasible for practical attribute grammars. 

Observe that for Algorithm 5.11 we need sets of graphs COUSIN-SET(X, 
Y) and ANC-DESC-SET(X, Y) in VN only. 

b. Second Method. The safety-test algorithm using single cousin, ancestor-descen- 
dant, instance and cefol graphs instead of sets of graphs is just a simple variation 
of Algorithm 5.10. The development of this algorithm is left to the reader. 
Observe that such an algorithm only gives a sufficient criterion for safety. 

Using the same parameters and the same primitive operations with their 
associated cost values as at the end of Sect. 5.4, the time complexity of this 
algorithm is O (I TI2 ILl41XI3). 

5.6 Comparison of Methods 

Let Algorithm 5.11 be the variant of Algorithm 5.10, using single graphs instead 
of sets of graphs. Investigation of practical examples has to show whether Algo- 
rithm 5.10 really leads to better results and is preferable to Algorithm 5.11. 

Let (AG, TR) denote an attribute grammar AG with an associated set TR 
of conditional tree transformation rules. Obviously, the class of pairs (AG, TR) 
accepted by Algorithm 5.11 is included in the class of pairs accepted by Algo- 
rithm 5.10. The following example shows that the inclusion is proper. 

Example 5.1. Consider attribute grammar AG1 with VN= {Z, A, B, C}, Vr = {a, 
b, c, d, e, f}  and attributes 

I(Z) = 0 I(A) = {r} I(B) = {t, u} I(C) = {x} 
S(Z) = {result} S(A) = {s} S(B) = {v, w} S(C) = {y}. 

Figure 12 pictures the productions with associated attribute occurrences and 
dependencies. 

Let TR consist of the following tree transformation rules. 

trans 1 : transform up (A, a) 
cond condition (r of A) into (A, b) eval s of A . . . . .  

end; 
trans2: transform down (C, e) 

cond condition(x of C) into (C, f )  eval ... 
end. 
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Fig. 12. Productions and attribute dependencies of attribute grammar AG 1 
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Fig. 13. Graphs DGI-(I, 3) [Do, D2]'for DoeSI-SET(Z ) and D2EIS-SET(B ) 

Algorithm 5.10 needs the set COUSIN-SET(A, C) which is equal to the 
set BROTHER-SET(A, C). The latter is composed of the graphs D G I - ( 1 ,  
3)*[Do1, D21] and D G I - ( 1 ,  3)*[Dol, 022] ,  where Dol is the single graph 
from SI-SET(Z) and D1~ and D22 are the graphs from IS-SET(B). Dol is the 
graph with vertex result of Z and no arcs. D2 ~ and DEZ are found by considering 
productions4 and 5. Figure 13 pictures the graphs DG~- (1 ,  3) [Do~, Dzl] 
and DG 1 --(1, 3) EDox, 022] .  

COUSIN-SET(A, C) consists of a single graph with no arcs. Hence, Algo- 
rithm 5.10 concludes that it is allowed to apply transformation rules transl 
and trans2 during a single left-to-right pass. 

Observe that the well known pass oriented evaluation strategies [1, 2, 5, 
14] need two evaluation passes, whereas the transformations can be performed 
safely during a single pass. 

Replacing sets of graphs by single graphs results in the graph COUSINa, c 
which is equal to DG 1 -(1,  3)* [SI z, ISB]. Figure 14 pictures the graph DG1 -(1 ,  
3) [SIz, IS~]. 
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Fig. 14. Graph DGt-(I, 3) [SI z, ISa] 

COUSINa, c exhibits a dependency labeled L between attribute instances 
s of A of ott l  and x of C of itt2. Hence, from its pessimistic point of view, 
Algorithm 5.11 concludes that is not allowed to apply both transformations 
during a left-to-right pass. 

6. An Example: Constant Propagation and Dead Code Elimination 

The following example describes optimizing tree transformations for a small 
grammar including assignment, conditional, while and compound statements. 
The example is borrowed from [25], where it is shown how global data flow 
information can be collected, used in determining the applicability of optimizing 
tree transformations, and can be updated after invalidation of the flow informa- 
tion by tree transformations. The optimization algorithm described in [25] oper- 
ates on abstract syntax trees, whereas the variant presented in this paper is 
defined in terms of concrete derivation trees. 

6.1 Collection of Data Flow Information 

The grammar specifying the collection of data flow information has the following 
attributes. Associated with each statement is a synthesized attribute mod of 
type set-of-ident = set of 1 .. max, where max is the maximal number of identi- 
fiers allowed in any program to be compiled. Attribute mod includes the identi- 
fier number of each variable which may be modified by the statement concerned. 
Attribute mod is computed in bot tom up order, first for assignment statements 
and then for structured statements. 

For  constant propagation attributes /-pool "(i for inherited) and s-pool (s 
for synthesized) of type pool are introduced. Type pool is declared to be a 
list of (idno, val) pairs, where idno is the number of an identifier and val its 
associated value. Inherited attr ibute/-pool,  associated with a statement, contains 
the variables which are known to have the same value each time when starting 
the execution of the statement. Synthesized attribute s-pool, associated with 
a statement, includes the variables which are known to have the same value 
each time when control passes through the end of the statement. 

For  each assignment statement the following holds. Let idno be the identifier 
number of the variable in the left part. If the right part is known to be a 
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constant expression with value val, then the pair (idno, val) is inserted into 
the pool of available constant variables, replacing a pair with the same idno 
if existing. If it is uncertain whether the right part is a constant expression, 
then the pair with first component idno (if existing) is deleted from the pool 
of available constant variables. 

When leaving a conditional statement an s-pool has to be returned including 
those (idno, val) pairs that occur identically in both the s-pool of the then 
part and the else part. 

When entering a while statement, all variables assigned within the while 
statement have to be deleted from its associated/-pool. 

Associated with each expression are synthesized attributes isconst of type 
boolean and val of type integer. Attribute isconst indicates whether the expres- 
sion is known to have a constant value. For isconst=true, val denotes the 
associated value, otherwise the value is undefined. 

Finally, attributes idno and val, associated with terminal symbols ident and 
const, respectively, are set by the scanner. Both attributes are of type integer. 

Each production of the grammar is followed by its associated set of attribute 
evaluation rules, enclosed in square brackets. Copy rules between identical attri- 
butes of the left-hand side and the right-hand side are deleted in the event 
of a single nonterminal as the right-hand side of a production. 

Attribute grammar AG2 describing the collection of data flow information 
is defined as follows. 

Attribute Grammar AG2: 

nonterminals: program, compound, stats, stat, assignment, condstat, whilestat, 
cond, expr. 

terminals: begin, end, if, then, else, fi, while, do, od, .'=, + ,  ---, ;, ident, const. 

start symbol: program. 

attribute types: 
const max . . . .  {maximal number of identifiers}; 

undefined . . . .  {any integer}; 
empty-pool = nil; 

type set-of-ident = set of 1 .. max; 
pool = T pool-entry; 
pool-entry = record 

idno: integer, 
val: integer, 
next: pool 

end. 

semantic attributes: 
idno: integer, syn of ident; 
val: integer, syn of const, expr; 
isconst: boolean, syn of expr; 
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mod: 

/-pool: 

s-pool: 

functions: 

set-of-ident, syn of compound, stats, stat, assignment, condstat, 
whilestat; 

pool, inh of compound, stats, stat, assignment, condstat, whilestat, 
cond, expr; 

syn of compound, stats, stat, assignment, condstat, whilestat. 

function initialize-mod-with (idno: integer) delivers set-of-ident: 
begin initialize-mod-with ~= [idno] end; 

function insert (idno, val: integer) into: (p: pool) delivers pool: 
begin {inserts a new pair (idno, val) into the pool p, 

replacing a pair with the same idno, if existing} 
end; 

function delete (idno: integer) from: (p: pool) delivers pool: 
begin {delete the pair with first component idno, if existing} end; 

function intersect (p 1, p 2: pool) delivers pool: 
begin {returns a pool containing those pairs that occur identically in 

both input pools pl  and p2} 
end; 

function delete-all-identifiers-in (mod: set-of-ident) from: (p: pool) delivers 
pool: 

begin {eliminates all pairs (idno, val) from pool p for which idno in 
mod} 

end. 

production rules and semantic rules: 
(1) program ~ compound. 

[/-pool of compound :=empty-pool] 
(2) compound ~ begin stats end. 

[-mod of compound..=mod of stats; 
/-pool of stats :=/-pool of compound; 
s-pool of compound ..=s-pool of stats 

] 
(3) stats [-1] ~ stats [2] ; stat. 

[mod of stats [1] :=rood of stats [-2] +rood of stat; 
/-pool of stats [-2] :=/-pool of stats [-1] ; 
/-pool of stat :=s-pool of stats [-2]; 
s-pool of stats [1] :=s-pool of star 

] 
(4) stats-~stat. 
(J) stat ~assignment. 
(6) star ~condstat.  
(7) stat -~whilestat. 
(8) stat --* compound. 
(9) assignment ~ ident..=expr. 

[ rood of assignment..=initialize-mod-with (idno of ident); 
/-pool of expr :=/-pool of assignment; 
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s-pool of assignment := 
if isonst of expr 
then insert (idno of ident, val of expr) into: (/-pool of assignment) 
else delete (idno of ident) from: (/-pool of assignment) 
fi 

] 
(10) condstat ~ if cond then stats [1] else stats [2] ft. 

[ mod of constat :=mod of stats [11 + mod of stats [2] ; 
/-pool of cond :=/-pool of condstat; 
/-pool of stats [1] :=/-pool of condstat; 
i-pool of stats [2] :=i-pool of condstat; 
s-pool of condstat :=intersect ( s-pool of stats [11, 

s-pool of stats [2]) 
] 

(11) whilestat ~ while cond do stats od. 
[ mod of whilestat :=mod of stats; 

/-pool of cond :=delete-all-identifiers-in (mod of stats) from: 
(/-pool of whilestat); 

/-pool of stats :=delete-all-identifiers-in (mod of stats) from: 
(/-pool of whilestat); 

s-pool of whilestat :=delete-all-identifiers-in (mod of stats) from: 
(/-pool of whilestat) 

] 
(12) cond ~expr  [11 =expr [2]. 

[/-pool of expr [1] :=/-pool of cond; 
/-pool of expr [21 :=/-pool of cond 

] 
(13) expr [11 ~expr  [21 +expr [31. 

[ isconst of expr [1] :=false; 
val of expr [11 :=undefined; 
/-pool of expr [2] .'=i-pool of expr [1]; 
/-pool of expr [3] :=/-pool of expr [1] 

] 
(14) expr ~ ident. 

[ isconst of expr:=false; 
val of expr :=undefined 

] 
(15) expr ~ const. 

[ isconst of expr :=true; 
val of expr:=val of const 

] 

Production rule (13) causes the grammar to be ambiguous. However, the 
requirement that the plus operator be left associative is sufficient to disambiguate 
the grammar. 

The simple multi-pass attribute evaluation strategy [1, 2, 5, 141 requires 
that with each attribute it is possible to associate a fixed pass number such 
that the evaluation of all instances of that attribute in any derivation tree of 
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the grammar can be performed during that pass. From the restriction of this 
strategy it follows [1, 2] that at least two left-to-right passes are needed to 
evaluate all attribute instances within any derivation tree of attribute grammar 
AG2 (See production (11), where /-pool of stats depends on mod of stats). The 
instances of indo of ident and val of const are defined by the parser. Restricting 
the number of passes to two, the pass numbers for the remaining attributes 
are as follows. 

attribute pass number 
val of expr 1 or 2 
isconst of expr 1 or 2 
mod of any 1 
/-pool of any 2 
s-pool of any 2 

6.2 Transformation Rules 

First we define two functions to be applied in the enabling conditions and 
the re-evaluation rules of conditional tree transformation rules defined for the 
benefit of constant propagation. 

functions: 

function element (idno: integer) in: (p: pool) delivers boolean: 
begin {checks, whether a pair with first component idno is in pool p 

or not} 
end; 

function value-of (idno: integer) in: (p: pool) delivers integer: 
begin {returns the value belonging to idno in pool p} end. 

The following tree transformation rules specify the conditional replacement 
of a variable by a constant and constant folding. 

transformation rules: 
trans 1 : transform up (expr, ident) 

eond element (idno of ident) in: (/-pool of expr) 
into (expr, const) 

eval val of const ,=value-of (idno of ident) in: 
(/-pool of expr); 

isconst of expr,=true; 
val of expr,=value-of (idno of ident) in: 

(/-pool of expr) 
end; 

trans2: transform up (expr, (expr, const [1]), +,  (expr, const [2])) 
into (expr, const) 

eval val of const :=val of const [1] + val of const [2] 
isconst of expr :=true; 
val of expr:=val of const [1] +val of const [2] 

end. 

Transformation rule trans 1 may also be applied during a downward move. 
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Both the application of Algorithm 5.10 (first method) and its variant (second 
method) lead to the conclusion that tree transformations t ransl  and trans2 
can be applied safely (i.e., {transl, trans2} is safe) during a single left-to-right 
pass over any derivation tree of attribute grammar AG2. Observe that not 
a single instance of attribute mod is invalidated either by trans 1 or by trans 2, 
but that instances of/-pool and s-pool may have to be recomputed. This allows 
a safe performance of tree transformations and attribute re-evaluations during 
a single left-to-right pass, although the initial computation of the attributes 
required two passes. 

Observe that rule (14) of AG2 could have been defined as follows. 

(14) expr --* ident. 
[ isconst of expr,=element (idno of ident) in: (/-pool of expr); 

val of expr..=if element (idno of ident) in: (/-pool of expr) 
then value-of (idno of ident) in: (/-pool of expr) 
else undefined 
fi 

] 

These new semantic rules allow the replacement of trans 1 by: 

trans 1 : transform up (expr, ident) 
eond element (idno of ident) in: (/-pool of expr) 

into (expr, const) 
evai val of const ,=value-of (idno of ident) in: 

(/-pool of expr) 
end. 

For this new version of trans 1 no recomputations are needed during the 
continuation of the transformation pass (i.e., after the application of trans 1), 
because EVAL(transl)  is empty. Notice, that also rule (13) and trans2 can 
be changed such that EVAL(trans2) is empty. These changes are natural, but 
make our example less interesting. 

Also observe that the example allows the overlapping application of tree 
transformation rules, since ott~ and ott2 (of t ransl  and trans2, respectively) 
fit into itt2 (of trans 2). Although the problem of overlapping tree transformations 
is not included in our theory (this is a topic for further research), for trans 1 
and trans2 it is easily checked that they can be applied safely after each other 
even when they are involved in overlap. 

Figure 15 shows that, in case of overlap, no re-evaluations are needed in 
between the application of trans 1 or trans 2 and the application of trans 2. More- 
over, given a sequence of overlapping applications of tree transformation rules, 
no derivation tree will include a dependency path starting from an EVAL attri- 
bute instance of a transformation applied before the sequence, leading to a 
COR attribute instance of a transformation to be applied after the sequence 
and running through the input or the output template of a transformation 
forming part of the sequence. 

Now, we add another tree transformation rule which specifies the replace- 
ment of a conditional statement, in case of a compile-time evaluable condition, 
by its then part or its else part. 
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Fig. 15. Dependencies between attribute instances involved in overlapping tree transformations 

trans 3: t r a n s f o r m  up (stat, 
(condstat, if, (cond, (expr, const [1]), =,  

(expr, const [2])), then, stats [1], else, stats [2], fi 
) 

) 
eond val of const [1] =val of const [2] 

into  (stat, (compound, begin, stats [1], end)) 
eval mad of compound :=mad of stats [1]; 

mad of stat..=mod of stats [1] ; 
/-pool of compound..=/-pool of stat; 
s-pool of compound ,=s-pool of stats [1] ; 
s-pool of stat = s-pool of stats [1] 

eond val of const [1] ~ val of const [2] 
into  (stat, (compound, begin, stats [2], end)) 

eval mad of compound :=mad of stats [2]; 
mad of stat.-=mod of stats [2] ; 
/-pool of compound :=/-pool of stat; 
s-pool of compound ==s-pool of stats [2] ; 
s-pool of stat ==s-pool of stats [2] 

end. 

In a similar manner a tree transformation rule can be defined specifying the 
conditional replacement of a while statement by a loop forever or a no-operation. 

Now, after the addition of rule trans3, both Algorithm 5.10 and its variant 
indicate that the specified transformation rules cannot be applied safely during 
a single pass over all derivation trees of attribute grammar AG2. This is caused 
by the attribute dependencies of the while statement, as illustrated in Fig. 16, 
where terminal symbols are deleted. The replacement of the conditional state- 
ment by its then part or its else part may cause instances of attribute mad 
to get different values and this, in its turn, may require the recomputation of 
instances of /-pool and s-pool, needed for additional transformations within 
stats [2]. The situation pictured in Fig. 16 shows that the recomputation, during 
a single pass, of instances of both mad and/-pool and s-pool is generally impossi- 
ble. 
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i -pool i-pool mod s-pool i-pool rnod s-pool 
\ j "  \ j 

Fig. 16. Indirect dependencies between attribute instances of statements of a while body 

Observe that itt 3 (of trans3) may cover ot t l  and ott 2 (of trans 1 and trans2, 
respectively). We pay no further attention to this problem, since {trans 1, trans 2, 
trans3} already turned out to be unsafe for non-overlapping tree transforma- 
tions. 

6.3 Iterative Application of a Transformation Pass 

Up to now we assumed one single value to be correct for each attribute instance 
within a derivation tree. Now we allow a certain set of values to be correct 
for each instance of mod, / -pool  and s-pool. 

A correct value of mod of a statement includes at least the identifier numbers 
of all variables assigned by the statement. It may include more identifier numbers, 
but the best value includes only the variables assigned within the statement. 
A correct value of / -pool  and s-pool is a list containing a subset of the (idno, 
val) pairs of variables which are known to be constant at the associated point 
in the program. The best value is the list including the (idno, val) pairs of 
all constant variables. 

In [-9, 10] the correct values are called safe, whereas the best values are 
called consistent. 

Using safeness as the new definition of correctness we may conclude that 
after the application of transformation rule trans 3 and during the continuation 
of the transformation pass it is not always possible to compute the best value 
for the instances o f / -poo l  and s-pool, although their values are always safe. 
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This means that all the transformations performed during the t ransformation 
pass are correct, but in interrupt of the t ransformation pass in order to make 
extra tree walks for re-evaluation purposes might have disclosed further oppor-  
tunities for optimization [9, 10]. 

If we want to avoid extra re-evaluation passes after each tree transformation, 
then, for this example, the following approach might be considered. First, recog- 
nize that the second evaluation pass, during which the instances o f / -poo l  and 
s-pool are computed,  may  be combined with the t ransformation pass, since 
all the necessary attribute values are available in time. If the initial values of 
the instances of isconst, val (of expr) and mod  are computed during the first 
pass, then, during the second pass, the values of the instances o f / - p o o l  and 
s-pool can be computed,  using the currently available values of isconst, idno, 
val and mod. Moreover,  during this pass it is possible to perform transformations 
using the currently available values of instances of/-pool ,  idno and val. Observe 
that during the second pass it is also possible to recompute the instances of 
isconst, idno, val and mod. This suggests and allows the repetition of the second 
pass until no more changes take place. 

The following program shows an example where the repetition of the trans- 
formation pass leads to further improvements.  Assume that besides a t ransforma- 
tion rule for the conditional statement a similar rule for the while statement 
has been defined. 

beg in  
a..=l;b:=l;c~=l; 
w h i l e  a = b 

do i f b = c  then d : = l  else a. '=2 fi od 
end 

During the first execution of the transformation pass the conditional state- 
ment is replaced by its then part. During the second execution the while state- 
ment is replaced by the construction 

forever do begin d..= 1 end od 

which, of course should result in a warning. 
As in 1-4] it can be proved for attribute g rammar  AG2 that, for any program 

which contains W while statements and C conditional statements, at most  
W +  C + 1 executions of the t ransformation pass are needed to do all possible 
constant folding and to eliminate all dead code. , 
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